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Collection Summary
Collection Title: University of California, Berkeley Campus Views,
Date (inclusive): 1873-[ongoing]
Collection Number: UARC PIC 03
UARC PIC 300 (Oversize items)
Extent: Approximately 1000 items
Berkeley, California 94720-6000
Physical Location: For current information on the location of these materials, please consult the Library’s online catalog.
Abstract: Contains views of campus scenes and groups of buildings.
Languages Represented: English
Access
Collection is open for research.
Publication Rights
Copyright has not been assigned to The Bancroft Library. All requests for permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Head of Public Services. Permission for publication is given on behalf of The Bancroft
Library as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained by the reader.

**Preferred Citation**
[Identification of item], University of California, Berkeley campus views, UARC PIC 03, University Archives, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.

**Acquisition Information**
This is a factitious collection made up of individual items or small groups of items donated, transferred to, or occasionally purchased for University Archives.

**Scope and Content**
These campus views trace the development of the Berkeley campus from its first buildings in 1873 to the present. These generally consist of views of larger areas of the campus, from a few buildings to comprehensive aerial views. Photographs of individual buildings have usually been assigned to a separate category for each building.

Names of photographers have been noted when known, but many of the photographs lack such information. Dates of particular events are known, but many photographs have only approximate dates.

The collection is primarily of black and white photographic prints, but it also includes some color photographs, and in addition black and white as well as colored postcards, both photographic and printed. Items 8x10 inches and smaller have the designation UARC PIC 03; oversize items have the designation UARC PIC 300.

---

**Part I**

3:001 **North Hall and South Hall viewed from the west 1874**?

- **Photographer:** Strong, J.D.
- **Notes:** Stereoview

3:002 **North Hall and South Halls seen from the northwest 1874**?

- **Photographer:** Strong, J.D.
- **Notes:** Stereoview

3:003 **Site of Allston Way from Ellsworth Street to Telegraph Avenue with portion of Bachman's Hotel in background 1890**?

- **Photographer:** Strong, J.D.
- **Notes:** Stereoview

3:004 **North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building with annex, Bacon Library and Art Building, and South Hall, seen from the west 1888**?

- **Photographer:** Waters

3:005 **North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building with annex, Bacon Library and Art Building, South Hall, and Harmon Gymnasium seen from the southwest 1885**?

- **Photographer:** Waters

3:006 **Roadway just north of the College Avenue entrance to campus, showing watchman's cottage on site of Chemistry Building, with portions of Bacon Art and Library Building and North Hall in background 1882**?

3:007 **Cottages built along Allston Way to house students, later faculty (present site of north portion of Edwards Field). Viewed from the southeast looking west 1880**?

- **Photographer:** Strong, J.D.
- **Notes:** Stereoview

3:008 **From Charter Hill looking west, showing top of Harmon Gymnasium at left, South Hall, Bacon Art and Library Building and portions of Chemistry Building and Mechanics Building 1893**

- **Photographer:** Henderson, John W.
3:009 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building and annex, Bacon Library and Art Building, and South Hall viewed from the west 1885?

3:010 View from near present site of Stadium Parking Lot at north end of Prospect Street, showing Clinton Day residence on Bancroft Way at left, portion of Palmer residence at extreme right, with South Hall, North Hall, and Bacon Art and Library Building on campus 1885?

3:011 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building with annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, South Hall and Harmon Gymnasium, viewed from the southwest 1882?

  Photographer: Randolph

3:012 Berkeley and San Francisco Bay from the hills east of campus. Buildings on campus include portions of the Botany Building and East Hall at extreme left, South Hall, Bacon Art and Library Building, North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Philosophy Building, and roof of the Mechanics Building at right of trees. 1898

3:013 North Hall, small portion of East Hall behind Bacon Art and Library Building, Botany Building, and South Hall, viewed from the west. 1898?

3:014 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building with Annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall viewed from the west 1890?

3:015 Cottages built along Allston Way for students, later faculty. Viewed from the southwest, looking east 1880

  Photographer: Strong, J.D.
  Notes: Stereoview

3:016 North Hall, portion of Mechanical Arts Building annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, Botany Building, and South Hall 1898?

3:017 Campus from Charter Hill looking west over campus and Bay 1895?

3:018 Five college buildings: North Hall, South Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Art and Library Building, and Harmon Gymnasium 1885?

  Photographer: Taber
  Notes: 5 images on one card

3:019 Photoengraving of Yelland's painting of University site (w/o buildings): "The Halo of the Day" 1860?

  Photographer: Yelland, R. D.
  Notes: Date of orig painting unknown

3:020 "View from the university grounds, Berkeley--Mt. Tamalpais in the distance" South Hall and North Hall as viewed from present site of Stadium Parking Lot at north end of Prospect Street 1874

  Photographer: Watkins, Carleton
  Notes: Original framed.

3:021 South Hall and North Hall, with San Francisco Bay and Mt. Tamalpais in background 1875?

3:022 Sather Gate viewed from south showing Doe Library and North Hall in background 1912

3:023 North Hall and South Hall with greenhouses in foreground 1874

  Photographer: Strong, J.D.
  Notes: Stereoview, with enlargement

3:024 South and North Halls (a) from the east and (b) from the west, with greenhouses in the foreground. 1875

  Notes: two images on a single board
3:025 From Charter Hill, including Harmon Gymnasium, South Hall, North Hall, and Mechanical Arts Building 1880?
   Notes: two items

3:026 Mechanics Building, North Hall, Philosophy Building, Mechanical Arts Building, portion of Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall 1898

3:027 Southwest corner of first floor of Doe Library under construction in left foreground, initial construction of Sather Gate in left background, Harmon Gymnasium in right background, portion of California Hall at right. 1909/08/03

3:028 North of College Avenue entrance to campus showing watchman's cottage on site of Chemistry Building, with portions of Bacon Art and Library Building and North Hall in background 1882?

3:029 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building with annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, flagpole, and South Hall 1901
   Photographer: RBP?

3:030 North Hall, portion of Mechanical Arts Building with annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, portion of Botany Building and South Hall 1900

3:031 North Hall, Mechanics Building, and Bacon Art and Library Building, with tents for instruction purposes 1898
   Notes: Photoengraving printed in a magazine, credited to Union Photo Engraving of San Francisco

3:032 California Hall, portions of newly completed Doe Library, tower of Bacon Hall, and Boalt Hall (i.e. Durant Hall), viewed from west 1912

3:033 California Hall, portion of Doe Library and North Hall, Boalt (i.e. Durant) Hall, Bacon Hall and South Hall viewed from the Dana Street entrance 1912
   Notes: Two items

3:034 California Hall, portion of Doe Library, Campanile, Boalt (i.e. Durant) Hall, and portion of South Hall viewed from the west 1914

3:035 California Hall, Doe Library, Boalt (i.e. Durant) Hall, Campanile and Wheeler Hall, viewed from the Dana Street entrance 1920?
   Notes: Photoengraving from printed source.

3:036 California Hall, Doe Library, Boalt (i.e. Durant) Hall, Wheeler Hall and Campanile viewed from Dana Street entrance 1929

3:037 Southwest corner of Life Sciences Building, with portions of Boalt (ie Durant) Hall, Wheeler Hall, Campanile and Bacon Hall in background 1935?

3:038 Aerial view, looking east 1946
   Notes: Photoengraving from printed source

3:039 Map of Radiation Laboratory buildings 1958/01/14
   Notes: Issued by Radiation Laboratory

3:040 Aerial view looking southeast from 1500 ft. elevation 1913
   Photographer: Pillsbury
   Notes: #8165

3:041 Aerial view, looking northeast 1931

3:042 Aerial view, showing land being cleared for Harmon Gymnasium and Edwards Field (at lower right) 1931
   Notes: Two items

3:043 Aerial view of central campus; many students on paths 1947/04
3:044 Aerial view of central portion of campus, showing construction of Lewis Hall in upper center 1947/04
3:045 North Hall, Bacon Art and Library Building, Botany Building and South Hall viewed from the west 1902?
3:046 Aerial view showing China Clipper (airplane) over campus 1935/11
   Notes: Photoengraving from published source
3:047 Aerial view of northwest corner of campus and Berkeley Hills following fire 1923/09
3:048 North Hall and South Hall viewed from vicinity of Observatory Hill 1873
3:049 Aerial view 1939
   Notes: Photoengraving from printed source
3:050 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building and annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall as seen from Dana Street entrance 1890?
   Notes: Handcolored postcard
3:051 California Hall, portions of Doe Library and North Hall, Boalt (ie Durant) Hall, Campanile, and portion of South Hall, seen from Dana Street entrance 1915
3:052 Aerial view of campus with superimposition of Phoebe Apperson Hearst Memorial at right 1924
3:053 Senior Bench east of North Hall 1898
3:054 Senior Bench east of North Hall. This view taken morning after Stanford Axe was stolen, with James Hopper kneeling at extreme right 1899/04
3:055 Senior Bench, at southeast corner or North Hall 1914
3:056 Senior Bench in front of basement of demolished North Hall, with Doe Library in background 1919/04
   Notes: Photoengraving from printed source
3:057 Senior Bench being dedicated on lawn between Doe Library and South Hall by President Emeritus Wheeler. Portion of Budd Hall in background 1921
3:058 Senior Bench in new location opposite entrance to Wheeler Hall. Original Wheeler Oak in center background 1925
   Notes: Photograph from printed source
3:059 Cars parked on College Avenue at entrance to campus, with portion of Greek Theatre on hill in background 1942
3:060 Newly opened Gayley Road, with Greek Theatre at left, and California Memorial Stadium and International House in background 1946
3:061 Memorial Stadium and campus, with old California Field at left, viewed from top of house at 38 Mosswood Road 1926
3:062 Chemistry Building, Gilman Hall, LeConte Hall and Campanile with South Drive in foreground 1941
3:063 Proposed building group by John Galen Howard, showing California Hall and Doe Library at left, Wheeler Hall, Boalt (ie Durant) Hall and planned Philosophy Building at right 1917
   Photographer: Moulin
   Notes: Photograph of architectural drawing
3:064 Hillegass Tract looking northwest from College Avenue and Bancroft Way, with North Hall and Bacon Art and Library Building in background 1890
   Photographer: Day, Clinton
3:065 Student Army Training Corps Barracks on Oxford Street 1918
3:066 School of Military Aeronautics Barracks in northwest corner of campus, with Hearst Avenue at right and downtown Berkeley in background 1918
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3:067 Aerial view looking northeast; includes some residential area northeast of campus 1920
  Photographer: EAR

3:068 South and North Halls from the hills 1874
  Notes: Negative image

3:069 Hillegass Tract at left and campus buildings at right as viewed from Charter Hill 1890?
  Notes: Negative image

3:070 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building and annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall viewed from Dana Street Entrance 1890?
  Notes: Negative image

3:071 Photograph of John Galen Howard's model of campus 1910?
  Notes: Negative image

3:072 View from hill behind Greek Theatre 1923
  Notes: Three items

3:073 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building with annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall viewed from road north of Harmon Gymnasium and from west side of campus 1900
  Notes: Two items

3:074 Hillegass Tract in foreground with portions of South Hall, North Hall and Bacon Art and Library Building in background. Young girl and dog in foreground. 1890?
  Photographer: Day, Clinton

3:075 William T. Reid residence at corner of Ellsworth and Allston (near present site of Edwards Field east stands) 1884?
3:076 Mechanics Building (left) and a portion of Hearst Mining Building (right) 1912?
  Notes: Hand-colored postcard

3:077 California Hall, portion of Doe Library, Campanile, Boalt (ie Durant) Hall and portion of South Hall viewed from the west 1915
3:078 Campanile Way, with portions of California Hall and Doe Library at left and Boalt (ie Durant) Hall at right 1916
  Notes: Two copies; photographic print and postcard issued by Associated Students Store, #193

3:079 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building and annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall viewed from Dana Street entrance 1900?
3:080 Doe Library, Campbell Hall, Latimer Hall and Charter Hill viewed from Moffitt Undergraduate Library 1969
3:081 Aerial view looking northeast, including surrounding residential areas and portion of downtown Berkeley 1928
  Notes: Printed illus from Romance of the University of California

3:082 Sather Gate, with top of Campanile (clock not yet installed) and portion of Doe Library in left background and Hearst Mining Building in right background 1915
3:083 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, South Hall and Harmon Gymnasium viewed from roof of house on west side of Chapel Street at Allston Way, with residence of Professor Willard B. Rising in foreground 1885?
3:084 Sather Gate site, with Joseph LeConte standing at turnstile marking Telegraph Avenue entrance to campus. Portion of Harmon Gymnasium in background 1890?
   Notes: Cyanotype

3:085 Sather Gate site, with view of South Pacific Coast steam train at Telegraph Avenue entrance to campus 1885?

3:086 Mechanics Building, North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building with annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall viewed from the west 1894/03

3:087 Sather Gate, showing steel structure of Campanile in right background and portions of Doe Library and North Hall in center background 1914

3:088 Architect's model of campus 1948?

3:089 Faculty Glade with view of faculty cottage in background, looking east to hills 1890?

3:090 Sather Gate, viewed from roof of building at Telegraph Avenue and Allston Way (later site of Dining Commons); automobiles at Gate 1945?
   Notes: Two items

3:091 California Hall, Doe Library, Boalt (ie Durant) Hall, Campanile and Wheeler Hall viewed from Dana Street entrance 1922
   Notes: Printed photograph from magazine

3:092 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall viewed from the west 1890?

3:093 Mechanics Building, portion of Hearst Mining Building, Philosophy Building, portion of Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Art and Library Building, and portion of East Hall, viewed from the front of South Hall 1909?
   Notes: Postcard

3:094 Viewed from site of parking lot at north end of Prospect Street showing Palmer Residence at right and campus buildings in background 1885?
   Photographer: Taber

3:095 1910 Bridge across Strawberry Creek 1936?
   Notes: Photoengraving from printed source

3:096 Campanile viewed from southwest corner of Life Sciences Building, showing portions of California Hall, Doe Library and Bacon Hall at left, and Wheeler Hall at right 1936?
   Notes: Photoengraving from printed source

3:097 Agriculture Hall, Giannini Hall, and portion of Haviland Hall, with automobiles in foreground at west circle 1936?
   Notes: Photoengraving from printed source

3:098 Strawberry Canyon Recreational Area (Pool and structure) 1960?
   Notes: Photoengraving from printed source

3:099 Faculty Glade viewed from Stephens Hall, with 1924 Bridge in foreground 1950?
   Notes: Photoengraving from published source

3:100 Sather Gate, with portion of Power Plant in right background 1917/05

3:101 View from site of old cinder track showing California Hall, Doe Library, Campanile, Wheeler Hall and Boalt (ie Durant) Hall in background, with eucalyptus trees at left 1917/06/02
3:102 Northwest corner of campus viewed from Agriculture Hall, showing President's House at right and houses on Hearst Avenue in background 1917
3:103 California Hall, portion of Doe Library, Campanile, portion of Wheeler Hall and Boalt (ie Durant) Hall, viewed from the west (Children playing in foreground) 1917
3:104 Sundial, gift of the Class of 1877, with steps at right leading to Campanile Esplanade, and portion of Doe Library in background 1919?

   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:105 Swimming pool, Strawberry Canyon 1912?
3:106 California Hall at left, Conservatory in background, and Doe Library at right, with Sophomore Lawn in center of foreground 1915?
3:107 Aerial view from the west 1924
3:108 Aerial views 1934?

   Notes: Two postcards with variant coloring: Commercial Photo View Co., no.B2, and Stanley A Piltz Co., no 204

3:109 Sather Gate site, facing south, showing initial construction and commercial buildings on both sides of Telegraph Avenue 1909/06/17
3:110 Sather Gate site, facing northeast, showing Doe Library under construction in background, and North Hall at right 1909/08/03
3:111 California Hall, Doe Library, Campanile, Wheeler hall and Boalt (ie Durant) Hall viewed from the Dana Street entrance 1925?
3:112 Sather Gate with commercial buildings on Telegraph Avenue in background 1910
3:113 Portion of Bacon Art and Library Building at left, East Hall center background and Botany Building at right, looking east to hills 1904

   Photographer: Lange, O. V.

3:119 View from Campanile, showing southeast section of campus, Memorial Stadium, and International House 1945?
3:120 Sather Gate, with newly-completed Sproul Hall in background 1941
3:121 Hilgard Hall, Agriculture Hall, and Giannini Hall viewed from west circle 1922?
3:122 Sather Gate with portion of Doe Library in left background, South Hall annex in center background, roof of South Hall and portion of Campanile under construction at right, and portion of automobile at left 1914
3:123 Sather Gate with top of Campanile in background, showing wooden fence running along Strawberry Creek at left 1917
3:124 California Field from the south end, showing roof of South Hall, Museum of Casts, Bacon Art and Library Building, and Spreckels Laboratory at right 1910
3:125 Sather Gate, showing Doe Library completion in background, Wheeler Hall under construction at right, and dome of Conservatory in background 1917

   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:126 Sather Gate, viewed from southwest showing Wheeler Hall under construction, Campanile and roof of South Hall at right. 1917

   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:127 California Hall, Doe Library under construction, Campanile, Wheeler Hall under construction and Boalt (ie Durant) Hall 1917

   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:128 California Hall, portion of Bacon Hall, Campanile, Wheeler Hall, and Boalt (ie Durant) Hall viewed from the west 1920?

   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.
3:129 California Hall, portion of Doe Library, Bacon Hall, Campanile, Wheeler Hall and Boalt (ie Durant) Hall, viewed from the west 1918
   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:130 Campanile Way with students. Portions of California Hall and Doe Library at left, Campanile in background. 1918
   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:131 California Hall, Doe Library completion under construction, Campanile, Wheeler Hall under construction, and Boalt (ie Durant) Hall viewed from the west 1917
   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:132 Center Street entrance to campus with Eucalyptus Grove and portion of Agriculture Hall at left 1917?
   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:133 California Hall, Doe Library, Boalt (ie Durant) Hall, Campanile and Wheeler Hall seen from Dana Street entrance 1918
   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:134 University Drive north of California Hall with portions of Doe Library, North Hall, and Mechanical Arts Building in background 1917
   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:135 California Hall east façade at left, Sophomore Lawn in center and Conservatory in background 1917
   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:136 Sather Gate and Campanile as seen from Allston Way west of Telegraph Avenue 1917
   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.
   Notes: Two items

3:137 Botanical Garden looking south to Campanile and tower of Bacon Hall 1917
   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:138 Rim Road coming down to College Avenue before construction of Gayley Road, with Chemistry Annex at foot of hill and portions of Gilman Hall and Campanile in background 1917?
   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:139 West Field, presently site of Life Sciences Building, with California Hall and Boalt (ie Durant) Hall in background 1917?
   Photographer: Ferriter, G. E.

3:140 Botanical Garden looking south to North Hall and Doe Library 1916?
3:141 Hearst playing field, with portions of Decorative Art Annex and Spreckels Art Building in background. 1947
3:142 Hearst playing field, with Spreckels Art Building and Campus Cafeteria in background 1947
3:143 Campus Cafeteria at right, Spreckels Art Building and Campanile in background 1947
3:144 Faculty Glade, viewed from the steps of Stephens Union, showing roof of Spreckels Art Building in background. Large tree in center background is Henry Morse Stephens Oak. 1947
3:145 Faculty Glade, with portion of Decorative Arts Annex at right 1947
3:146 Faculty Glade, looking south with portion of Spreckels Art Building in left background and temporary office structure in right background. 1947
3:147 Faculty Glade, showing Henry Morse Stephens Oak left center background, and portion of Spreckels Art Building roof 1947
3:148 Faculty Glade, showing Spreckels Art Building in center, Optometry Building, Memorial Stadium, and Panoramic Hill, viewed from roof of Stephens Union. 1947
3:149 Pepper Tree Lane with temporary office structures at left and portion of Campus Cafeteria in background 1947
3:150 Art Pagoda from south and from west 1947
   Notes: Two items; one is photographic postcard

3:151 Sather Gate, with portions of Wheeler Hall and Campanile 1945
   Notes: color postcard

3:152 Aerial view looking east to the hills 1959
   Notes: color postcard

3:153 Faculty Glade and Spreckels Art Building viewed from roof of Stephens Union 1947
3:154 Montage of seven campus scenes 1950?
   Notes: black and white postcard

3:155 Snapshots of Agriculture Courtyard filled with automobiles 1950?
   Notes: Two items

3:156 Women's Clubhouse (one of early cottages) on present site of Faculty Club 1880?
   Photographer: Strong, J.D.
   Notes: Stereoview

3:157 Aerial views of the campus looking east and northeast 1940?
   Notes: Two items; 4x5 prints

3:158 Spreckels Art Building, Anthropology Building, Optometry Building, Memorial Stadium viewed from roof of Stephens Union 1947
3:159 Decorative Arts Annex (at right) and Spreckels Art Building (at left) viewed from roof of Stephens Union 1947
3:160 Faculty Glade, looking south to west end of Spreckels Art Building at left 1947
3:161 Faculty Glade, looking southwest to Decorative Arts Annex 1947
3:162 Senior Hall in Strawberry Canyon. View shows Leslie Randall Hewitt and Arthur Fisher Mack of the Class of 1890 1890
3:163 Swimming Pool, Strawberry Canyon; some with students swimming 1911?
   Notes: Four items; postcards by Edward H. Mitchell and Students Cooperative Society

3:164 Swimming Pool, Strawberry Canyon 1911
   Notes: colored postcard issued by Edward H. Mitchell

3:165 Mitchell Fountain 1912?
   Notes: black and white postcard issued by Students Cooperative Society

3:166 1910 Bridge over Strawberry Creek from the north 1912?
   Notes: postcard issued by Edward H. Mitchell
3:167 **Big "C" on Charter Hill viewed from the Campanile 1916?**
   Notes: postcard issued by Associated Students Store

3:168 **Sather Gate, showing automobile driving south to Telegraph Avenue, portions of Doe Library and North Hall in background 1912?**

3:169 **Doe Library North Hall, Hearst Mining Building, and portion of Boalt (ie Durant) Hall at left 1912?**
   Notes: postcard

3:170 **Path north of Doe Library leading to North Gate through Botanical Garden 1912?**
   Notes: postcard

3:171 **Tennis Courts on Bancroft Way and Barrow Lane, with west stands of California Field in background 1912?**
   Notes: postcard

3:172 **Eucalyptus Grove 1912?**
   Photographer: Lange, O. V.?
   Notes: postcard

3:173 **Telegraph Avenue, showing store fronts on west side, north of Bancroft Way 1958/05**
   Notes: Five items

3:174 **North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building with annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall, viewed from Dana Street entrance with carriage on campus 1897**

3:175 **John Galen Howard plan, showing present site of LeConte Hall Annex at left, Doe Library and Wheeler Hall at far right, and projected South and North Halls to right of Campanile 1914**
   Notes: photograph of architectural drawing

3:176 **View from present site of Graduate Theological Union, looking southeast to campus buildings: tower of Bacon Art and Library Building, North Hall, South Hall 1890**

3:177 **Aerial view from 1500 feet 1913**
   Photographer: Pillsbury Pictures Co.

3:178 **Viewed from Charter Hill, showing Harmon Gymnasium, South Hall, Bacon Art and Library Building, North Hall and Mechanical Arts Building 1890**
   Photographer: Nutting, W. R.
   Notes: Two items

3:179 **Strawberry Canyon, showing Stutt Dairy Farm at right 1890**
   Photographer: Nutting, W. R.

3:180 **Mechanical Arts Building and two annexes, Chemistry Building, and Bacon Art and Library Building viewed from the west 1895?**
   Photographer: Oliver, Roland Letts

3:181 **East Hall, Bacon Art and Library building, and Botany Building 1899?**

3:182 **Flag pole west of California Hall, showing shadow of flag flying at half-mast for President William Wallace Campbell. Life Sciences Building in background 1938/06**
3:183 South and North Halls, from watchman's cottage in middle ground, viewed from site of Memorial Stadium 1875?
   Photographer: Strong, J.D.
   Notes: stereoview

3:184 South and North Halls viewed from the northeast section of campus 1875?
   Photographer: Muybridge, Eadweard
   Notes: stereoview. No.1753

3:185 North and South Halls viewed from vicinity of Allston Way and Ellsworth Street 1874
   Notes: Similar to 3:193

3:186 Bacon Hall, roof of Botany Building, South Hall, and North Hall 1912?
   Notes: postcard

3:187 Sather Gate, showing portions of Doe Library and North Hall 1912
   Notes: postcard

3:188 Bacon Hall, East Hall, and portico of Botany Building at right 1912
   Notes: postcard

3:189 1910 Bridge over Strawberry Creek with Faculty Club in background 1912
   Notes: postcard

3:190 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building with annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, East Hall and South Hall viewed from Dana Street entrance 1900?
   Notes: colored postcard

3:191 Aerial view looking east to the hills 1946?

3:192 Aerial view looking west from Charter Hill 1946?

3:193 North and South Halls viewed from vicinity of Allston Way and Ellsworth Street 1874

3:194 California Hall, Doe Library, Boalt (ie Durant) Hall, Campanile and Wheeler Hall viewed from Dana Street entrance 1920?

3:195 Portions of California Hall, Doe Library, Boalt (ie Durant) Hall, Campanile and Wheeler Hall 1920?

3:196 Sather Gate, with portions of Doe Library, Wheeler Hall, and roof of South Hall and Campanile in background 1919?
   Notes: Two items

3:197 View from roof of Agriculture Hall, showing, from left, Campanile, Doe Library, California Hall, Wheeler Hall, Boalt (ie Durant) Hall, and Harmon Gymnasium 1920

3:198 1910 Bridge over Strawberry Creek 1917
   Notes: Two items

3:199 View from Charter Hill, showing Harmon Gymnasium, South Hall, Bacon Art and Library Building, North Hall, and Mechanical Arts Building 1890?
   Photographer: Waters, R. J.

3:200 View from Charter Hill, showing Bacon Art and Library Building, South Hall, Harmon Gymnasium, Mechanical Arts Building, and North Hall 1890?
   Photographer: Waters, R. J.
3:201 View from Charter Hill, showing Budd Hall, Botany Building, East Hall, South Hall, Harmon Gymnasium, Bacon Art and Library Building, Mechanical Arts Building, North Hall, Philosophy Building and roof of Mechanics Building in trees at right 1900?

3:202 View from Charter Hill, showing north side of campus and Albany Hill 1893

Photographer: Henderson, J. W.

3:203 View from Charter Hill, showing South Hall, Harmon Gymnasium, Bacon Hall, Boalt (ie Durant) Hall, Doe Library, North Hall, Philosophy Building, roof of Mechanics Building in trees at right, and Agriculture Hall in background 1912?

3:204 North and South Halls 1874

Photographer: Taber

Notes: stereoview

3:205 North Hall, Bacon Art and Library Building, South Hall, and Harmon Gymnasium viewed from Shattuck Avenue 1885?

Photographer: Nutting, W. R.

3:206 North Hall, South Hall, and Bacon Art and Library Building viewed from the south, with Hillegass Tract in foreground 1885?

Photographer: Nutting, W. R.

3:207 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building and annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall, viewed from Dana Street entrance 1885?

Notes: Photograph missing

3:208 Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Art and Library Building, and Flag Pole (on present site of Campanile), with portion of new Chemistry Building in background at right 1890?

3:209 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall. Figure in middle ground is father of Donald V. Strandberg, Class of 1927. 1890?

3:210 Aerial view from the west 1959

Photographer: Symons, Thomas M.

3:211 East Hall, Bacon Art and Library Building, and Botany Building, viewed from the west 1900?

3:212 Snow covers the Berkeley hills on January 30, 1922. Lower portion of Campanile, Bacon Hall, and Botany Building in process of being moved to new location on present site of Wurster Hall 1922/01/30

3:213 Snow on Charter Hill January 30, 1922. Hearst Hall in middle ground, with California Field behind it. 1922/01/30

3:214 Snow on Charter Hill January 30, 1922. 1922/01/30

3:215 Philosophy Building and Mechanical Arts Building with annex viewed from the west 1900?

3:216 Hillegass Tract looking east from Telegraph Avenue 1890?

3:217 Botanical Garden with Conservatory in background 1900?

3:218 Open field west of Harmon Gymnasium, showing Dana Street entrance to campus with house on Allston Way in background. 1900?

3:219 College Avenue entrance to campus with watchman’s cottage on present site of Lewis Hall 1900?

3:220 Open campus west of North Hall showing buildings on Oxford Street in background 1900?

3:221 North edge of campus at right with trail which later became Hearst Avenue 1895?

3:222 Faculty Glade with roof of East Hall and portion of Mechanical Arts Building in background 1900?
3:223 Road leading down from Ben Weed’s Amphitheatre (ie Greek Theatre) to Chemistry Building 1895?
3:224 Cinder track on present site of western portion of Life Sciences Building, with Eucalyptus Grove in background 1895?
3:225 Bacon Art and Library Building, South Hall, and Harmon Gymnasium viewed from the west 1895?
3:226 “View from university grounds at Berkeley--Golden Gate in distance” South and North Halls viewed from the east 1874
   Photographer: Watkins, Carleton
   Notes: Copy prints and framed original

3:227 Residences on Piedmont Avenue in foreground, Hillegass Tract in middle ground, and campus at right 1881
3:228 Harmon Gymnasium, South Hall, North Hall, and Mechanical Arts Building 1879
3:229 Harmon Gymnasium, South Hall, Bacon Art and Library Building, Chemistry Building, and Mechanical Arts Building 1894
3:230 Palm Garden in Botanical Garden 1898
   Photographer: Lange, O. V.
   Notes: Photogravure from printed source

3:231 Women's Faculty Club Garden 1937
   Notes: Photograph from printed source

3:232 California Hall, Doe Library, Boalt (ie Durant) Hall viewed from present site of Dwinelle Hall 1937
   Notes: Photograph from printed source

3:233 View from Panoramic Hill including buildings on Piedmont Avenue in foreground, with campus in middle ground, including South Hall, Botany Building, North Hall, Bacon Mechanical Arts Building, large white building at left is Anthropology Building housing Hearst collections, and immediately to its left beginning of bleachers for California Field 1903
3:234 Campus plan by John Galen Howard, showing projected North and South Halls 1916
   Notes: Architectural drawing, from unknown printed source

3:235 View of wooden buildings on present site of Morrison Music Building, Hertz Hall, and Wurster Hall 1926
   Notes: Photogravure from printed source

3:236 Botanical Garden with Conservatory 1922
   Notes: photograph missing

3:237 Aerial view. Dwinelle Hall and Virus Laboratory (Stanley Hall) under construction 1952/02/08
   Photographer: Moulin

3:238 Aerial view from above Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 1956
   Notes: Large format color postcard issued by Berkeley Convention & Visitors Bureau

3:239 Aerial view looking northeast 1938?
   Notes: Color postcard issues by Stanley A. Piltz, no. 108b
3:240 Aerial view from south, with residential areas in foreground and background, hills, etc. 1928/10/30
   Photographer: U. S. Air Corps

3:241 Aerial view, showing three aircraft flying above the campus 1929/01/23
   Photographer: U. S. Air Corps

3:242 Sather Gate with portions of Wheeler Hall, South Hall and Campanile in background 1929/11
   Notes: Two items; printed illus and photographic print

3:243 View of the corner of camps with President's House in distance, and buildings on Oxford Street in right foreground 1912?

3:244 Bacon Art and Library Building, portion of East Hall and west side of Botany Building 1904?

3:245 Mitchell Fountian 1912?

3:246 Big C and Charter Hill 1928?
   Notes: Photogravure from printed source

3:247 Aerial view 1928?
   Notes: Photogravure from printed source

3:248 View from top of Campanile looking west, showing Harmon Gymnasium at left with new Harmon being constructed behind it 1930

3:249 Postcard view of South Drive, showing portions of Gilman Hall, LeConte Hall, Bacon Hall and Campanile 1934?

3:250 Hearst Avenue site facing eastward, showing University fence at right 1890?

3:251 View from the west showing North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building with annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall 1885?

3:252 Sather Gate (viewed from the north), showing the four granite pillars with the marble panels in place. Telegraph Avenue in background. 1910

3:253 Sather Gate from northeast 1910
   Notes: Postcard; Armitage, no. 127

3:254 Sather Gate. West portion of Gate showing buildings on Telegraph Avenue to the south 1910

3:255 Sather Gate. View of original design for urn with figures of athletes, with marble panels on floor behind 1910
   Notes: Four items

3:256 Botanical Garden path 1919
   Notes: Color photo

3:257 Postcard view from west showing North Hall, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall 1900?
   Photographer: Britton & Rey Lithographers
   Notes: handcolored postcard

3:258 View from roof of Student Union showing portions of Doe Library at left, Wheeler Hall, South Hall, Campanile, Powerhouse Gallery, Moses Hall, Architects and Engineers Building, and Sproul Hall 1960?

3:259 View from Charter Hill, showing Hillegass Tract at left, Harmon Gymnasium, South Hall, Bacon Art and Library Building, North Hall, and Mechanical Arts Building 1884
3:260 View of California Hall and Boalt (i.e. Durant) Hall with portion of Life Sciences Building at right 1931
3:261 View of northwest section of Life Sciences Building 1931
3:262 Swimming Pool, Strawberry Canyon 1931
3:263 View of Genetics Laboratory in Strawberry Canyon, with Panoramic Hill in background 1931
3:264 North Hall, portion of façade of Philosophy Building, Mechanical Arts Building and annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall as seen from the west, with shadow of Harmon Gymnasium on roof at right 1895?
3:265 View from Panoramic Hill with buildings on Piedmont Avenue in foreground, Harmon Gymnasium at left, South Hall, North Hall, Bacon Art and Library Building, Chemistry Building, and Mechanical Arts Building 1890?
3:266 View from Dana Street entrance showing North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building and annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall 1894?
3:267 Aerial view from southwest, with future site of Zellerbach Hall in center foreground 1966?
3:268 Mechanical Arts Building and Bacon Art and Library Building, with flagpole on future site of Campanile. South wall of Chemistry Building is visible at right 1890?
   Photographer: Henderson, J. W.

3:269 View from Charter Hill showing Hillegass Tract at left, Harmon Gymnasium, South Hall, Bacon Art and Library Building, and Mechanical Arts Building 1882?
   Photographer: Strong, J.D.

3:270 View from University Drive, north of present site of Doe Library, showing East Hall in background, Bacon Art and Library Building, and Botany Building 1904?
   Photographer: Tebbs, C. H.

3:271 Cottage near present site of Hearst Greek Theatre 1904?
   Photographer: Tebbs, C. H.

3:272 View from Harmon Gymnasium showing Mechanics Building, North Hall, Hearst Mining Building, Philosophy Building, Mechanical Arts Building, and South Hall 1904?
   Photographer: Tebbs, C. H.

3:273 South Hall and North Hall viewed from the east, with watchman's cottage at lower left 1874
   Photographer: Strong, J.D.

3:274 View from the east hills, showing Hillegass Tract at left, Harmon Gymnasium, South Hall, North Hall, and Mechanical Arts Building 1880?
   Photographer: Strong, J.D.

3:275 Portion of Mechanical Arts Building with annex, at left, Bacon Art and Library Building, and tents for classrooms for agriculture following destruction of Agriculture Building by fire 1897
3:276 Lawrence Radiation Laboratory site, showing Cyclotron and Bevatron 1963
3:277 Lawrence Radiation Laboratory site with initial excavation for Cyclotron at left 1940
3:278 View from Botanical Garden looking southeast, East Hall and portion of Bacon Art and Library Building in background, North Hall in center 1900
3:279 East Hall, Bacon Art and Library Building, and Botany Building 1900
3:280 View from the west of North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building and annex, Bacon Art and Library Building, and South Hall 1890?
3:281 **View from top of Campanile of Heast Mining Building, Philosophy Building, and portion of Mechanical Arts Building at right** 1914  
Photographer: Webb, Sidney

3:282 **View from roof of Agriculture Hall showing portions of Campanile, Doe Library, California Hall, and Wheeler Hall** 1918  
Photographer: Moulin, Gabriel

3:283 **Sather Gate, with portion of North Hall at left, Hearst Memorial Mining Building, Campanile under construction, and roof of South Hall at right** 1913  
Photographer: Moulin, Gabriel

3:284 **Sather Gate 1910**  
Photographer: Moulin, Gabriel

3:285 **Sather Gate, with portion of Wheeler Hall, roof of South Hall, and Campanile 1918**  
Photographer: Moulin, Gabriel

3:286 **Aerial view looking southeast, including surrounding residential areas** 1919

3:287 **View of Doe Library, Wheeler Hall, portion of South Hall and Campanile 1918**  
Photographer: Moulin, Gabriel

3:288 **View from Dana Street Entrance showing California Hall, Doe Library, Boalt (ie Durant) Hall, Wheeler Hall, and Campanile 1918**  
Photographer: Moulin, Gabriel

3:289 **View from the west showing California Hall, Doe Library, campanile, Boalt (ie Durant) Hall, and Wheeler Hall 1918**  
Photographer: Moulin, Gabriel

3:290 **Campanile Esplanade viewed from the north. Portions of Bacon Hall and Botany Building seen left of Campanile, portion of Budd Hall at right. 1920**  
Photographer: Moulin, Gabriel

3:291 **Campanile Esplanade design as proposed by John Galen Howard 1915**  
Photographer: Moulin, Gabriel  
Notes: Photograph of architectural drawing

3:292 **Lincoln bust by Borglum on pedestal at base of south façade of Campanile 1925?**  
Photographer: Moulin, Gabriel

3:293 **Class of 1920 Bench in original location at base of west façade of Campanile 1925?**  
3:294 **Aerial view of campus from west 1939**  
Notes: Center of picture not in focus

3:295 **View from east side of Hearst Mining Circle showing east façade of Philosophy Building at right, and construction of Wheeler Hall in center background** 1916

3:296 **Class of 1877 Sundial south of Campanile, with portions of Doe Library and North Hall in background 1915**

3:297 **Class of 1877 Sundial south of Campanile 1915?**

3:298 **View from east end of South Drive showing portions of Chemistry Building at right and Campanile under construction in background 1914**
3:299 View from the west showing California Hall, roof of Doe Library, Campanile, Wheeler Hall under construction, and Boalt (ie Durant) Hall 1916

Part II

3:300 View from Dana Street entrance showing California Hall, roof of Doe Library, North Hall, Boalt (ie Durant) Hall, Campanile, portion of Bacon Hall, and South Hall 1914

3:301 View from the west showing California Hall, construction addition to Doe Library, Campanile, Wheeler Hall north roof line, and Boalt (ie Durant) Hall 1916

3:302 View from east of Hearst Mining Circle showing the Campanile, and Wheeler Hall under construction 1916

3:303 View from northeast portion of original Botanical Garden, showing North Hall and construction of roof of Doe Library 1916

3:304 View from the west showing the Campanile under construction, and the Mechanical Arts Building, and portions of Bacon Hall and South Hall 1914

3:305 View from the west showing the Campanile, and the Mechanical Arts Building, and portions of Bacon Hall and South Hall 1915

Notes: Photographic postcard

3:306 View from hills over campus to the bay; "Birdseye view from University of California, Berkeley." 1900?

Notes: Colored postcard issued by Edw. H. Mitchell, no. 348

3:307 View from the west showing North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall, South Hall 1892

3:308 Telegraph Avenue entrance to campus; future site of Sather Gate 1880?

3:309 “Panorama of the University of California.” Small panorama from the west 1903?

3:310 View from the west showing North Hall, Bacon Hall, South Hall 1899?

3:311 View from east front of South Hall, showing Bacon Hall, portion of East Hall, and Botany Building 1906

3:312 View from Harmon Gymnasium, showing California Hall, North Hall, Bacon Hall and South Hall 1906

3:313 View from Charter Hill, showing California Field, Budd Hall, Botany Building, South Hall, Harmon Gymnasium, North Hall, etc. 1906

Notes: Printed from damaged negative

3:314 View from roof of Doe Library, showing the Mechanical Arts Building, LeConte Hall, Bacon Hall, Campanile and Stephens Union 1924

3:315 Dana Street entrance to university grounds--North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building and South Hall visible through trees 1893

Notes: 2 variant copies

3:316 View from Charter Hill of central portion of campus, with city of Berkeley and bay in the distance 1912

3:317 “The campus in 1888” View from the roof of a building near Dana Street and Allston Way to northeast 1888

3:318 Handball court on Allston Way, west of Sather Gate 1925

Photographer: McCurry Photo

3:319 Women’s swimming pool, College Avenue, with portion of Hygiene and Pathology Building 1925?

Photographer: McCurry Photo

Notes: Photo no. 34-112
3:320 **Veterinary Laboratory, former stable for horses, on north bank of Strawberry Creek, present site of Moses Hall 1925?**
   Photographer: McCurry Photo
   Notes: Photo no. 34-56

3:321 **School of Military Aeronautics; building under construction, with portion of Mechanics Building in background. Present site of Evans Hall 1918?**
   Photographer: McCurry Photo
   Notes: Photo no. 34-60

3:322 **Cottage number 1, Allston Way. On present site of north end of Edwards Field 1917?**
   Photographer: McCurry Photo
   Notes: Photo no. 34-47

3:323 **Cottage number 3, Allston Way. On present site of north end of Edwards Field 1917?**
   Photographer: McCurry Photo
   Notes: Photo no. 34-48

3:324 **Cottage number 4, Allston Way, site of north portion of Edwards Field 1917?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: Photo no. 34-35

3:325 **Cottage number 5, Allston Way, site of north portion of Edwards Field 1917?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: Photo no. 34-46

3:326 **Greenhouses near present site of Giannini Hall 1910?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: Photo no. 34-66

3:327 **Track field west of Hearst Gymnasium, part of which is visible to the right; in background are Wheeler Hall, South Hall, Campanile 1928?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: Photo no. 34-90

3:328 **Barrow Lane; buildings include University Stores House, barn and garage, storehouse, steam fitters’ and plumbers’ shop, office of Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, with Wheeler Hall and the Power Plant in the background 1920?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: Photo no. 34-62

3:329 **Greenhouses near present site of Giannini Hall, looking east with North Hall in the background 1890?**
   Photographer: Henderson, J.W.
   Notes: Modern print

3:330 **Reservoir in Strawberry Canyon; in background, homes of George M. Stratton, James T. Allen, Carleton Parker 1920?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: Photo no. 34-50
3:331 Veterinary buildings in Strawberry Canyon; view of cow barn, sleeping quarters for milkers, and milk houses 1920?
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: Photo no. 34-54

3:332 Swimming pool, Strawberry Canyon, with boat in pool 1922?
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: Photo no. 34-72

3:333 Swimming pool, Strawberry Canyon, looking north toward Charter Hill 1922?
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: Photo no. 34-73

3:334 Veterinary laboratory, Strawberry Canyon, with Charter Hill in background 1922?
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: Photo no. 34-76

3:335 Veterinary laboratory, Strawberry Canyon, with houses on Panoramic Hill in background 1922?
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: Photo no. 34-78

3:336 Music Building, College Avenue, on present site of Minor Hall 1922?
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: Photo no. 34-41

3:337 Insectary 1922?
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: Photo no. 34-64

3:338 Joseph LeConte residence in Faculty Glade; view of west façade of house sited near present Faculty Club 1900?
   Notes: Modern print

3:339 Aerial view of campus 1961
   Photographer: Moulin
   Notes: 6 views

3:340 Faculty Glade from porch of Stephens Union 1928?
3:341 Views of Faculty Glade 1928?
   Notes: 2 views; snapshots

3:342 Hearst Mining Building, with cars parked foreground 1928?
3:343 Campanile Way, looking east toward Campanile 1928?
   Notes: Snapshot

3:344 North and South Halls from the west 1874
   Photographer: Strong
   Notes: 2 copies; different sizes
3:345 North and South Halls from the east; watchman’s cottage at College Avenue entrance is at lower left 1874
Photographer: Strong

3:346 Aerial view 1936
Photographer: Moulin

3:347 North and South Halls, from northwest 1874
Photographer: Strong
Notes: Stereo card

3:348 Aerial view 1936?
Notes: Issued by Waynepaper Box and Prtg. Corp., no. K-189

3:349 Aerial view 1967
Photographer: Lawrence Radiation Laboratroy
Notes: Color photo. No. XBC673-1731

3:350 Campanile Way, with portions of California Hall and Doe Library 1917
Photographer: Ferriter
Notes: Same as 3:130, which is larger and not so dark

3:351 View of cinder track in foreground (two young men on bleachers) with West Field and campus buildings in background 1899
Photographer: Bagley, H.N.

3:352 View from northwest showing South Hall and Harmon Gymnasium; people walking on campus and football players visible 1899?
Photographer: Bagley, H.N.

3:353 View from Botanical Garden southeast to Botany Building, North Hall, South Hall 1899
Photographer: Bagley, H.N.

3:355 View of North Hall, South Hall, Harmon Gymnasium from northeast 1893?
3:356 View of portion of Hearst Mining Circle, Donner Laboratory, Stern Hall, Stanley Hall, and roof of Mechanical Arts Building, taken from elevated site 1958
3:357 School of Military Aeronautics; view of wooden buildings and tents. Dome of Conservatory visible at far left. 1918
3:358 View of newly completed Stadium, with buildings along College and Piedmont Avenues in foreground 1923
Notes: Postcard issued by the Associated Students, no.336

3:359 “California University Grounds and Berkeley Hills” View from near South Hall looking northeast to Hearst Mining Building, Philosophy Building, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall 1906?
Notes: Color postcard issued by Pacific Novelty Company, no. B36. Writing on upper left face of card.

3:360 “Birdseye view of Berkeley, from University of California” View of campus, town and bay beyond from Charter Hill 1900?
Notes: Color postcard. Edward H. Mitchell, publisher, no. 348. Writing on face of card; photo not in good focus.
3:361  **Sather Gate from south 1913**  
Notes: 2 views

3:362 **View along walk to California Hall from Dana Street Entrance 1910?**  
3:363 **View from Dana Street Entrance looking northeast to California Hall and other buildings 1913?**  
3:364 **View from Charter Hill; Hillegas tract to the left, campus building to the right; town and bay visible 1885?**  
Photographer: Goddard  
Notes: Modern print.

3:365 **View from Charter Hill; Campus buildings to left, looking west towards the bay 1885?**  
Photographer: Goddard  
Notes: Modern print.

3:366 **View from roof of California Theatre on Kittredge Street northeast towards campus and hills. Allston Way in foreground, corner of Oxford Street, with gas station and Oxford Apartments. 1925?**  
3:367 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay 1933?**  
3:368 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco 1933?**  
3:369 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco; Campanile in center of picture 1933?**  
3:370 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco 1933?**  
3:371 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco 1933?**  
3:372 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco 1933?**  
3:373 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco 1933?**  
3:374 **View from Charter Hill, showing top of Bowles Hall in lower right foreground 1935?**  
3:375 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco; telescopic view 1933?**  
3:376 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco 1933?**  
3:377 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco; Cowell Hospital in lower left foreground 1933?**  
3:378 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco 1933?**  
3:379 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco 1933?**  
3:380 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco 1933?**  
3:381 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco 1933?**  
3:382 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco 1933?**  
3:383 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus to bay and San Francisco 1933?**  
3:384 **Forester's Circle, Eucalyptus Grove 1930?**  
3:385 **View from Big C Trail, looking west over campus; visible are South Hall, Campanile and Doe Library 1925?**  
3:386 **Strawberry Canyon, with newly planted eucalyptus on hilltop 1905?**
3:387 View from Charter Hill looking west 1933:
3:388 View from Campanile looking northwest, with California Hall, roof of Doe Library, Agriculture Hall in middle distance, Conservatory at right. Town and bay in background 1914
3:389 Handball courts on Allston Way east of Dana Street, cars lining the street 1926
3:390 Sather Gate from south, Wheeler Hall in background 1948
3:391 View of Campanile from northeast; visible are Bacon Hall, South Hall and the Philosophy Building 1916/02/13

   Photographer: Abell

3:392 View east from top of Campanile toward Charter Hill 1916/02/15
3:393 View from present site of Donner Laboratory across Hearst Mining Circle to Campanile; visible are Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall, South Hall and the Philosophy Building 1916/02/09
3:394 View to south, with California Hall, Boalt Hall on right, Sather Gate in distance 1914?
3:395 View north from Faculty Glade, showing Campanile and top of Bacon Hall 1916/06
3:396 View from west, showing California Hall and Boalt Hall, with Library, Campanile and Wheeler Hall in background 1920?
3:397 View from Eucalyptus Grove looking east to California Hall, Campanile 1920?
3:398 Snow on Berkeley Hills, with campus building in foreground 1932/02/01

   Notes: 3 views

3:399 Class of 1910 Bridge over Strawberry Creek, from north 1925?
3:400 Class of 1910 Bridge over Strawberry Creek, from north 1925?
3:401 Class of 1910 Bridge over Strawberry Creek, from south 1925?
3:402 Eucalyptus Grove 1925?

   Photographer: Abell

3:403 West facades of Wheeler Hall and Doe Library, from the south, with dome of Conservatory at far left 1922?
3:404 Campanile and Stephens Hall from the north 1925?
3:405 California Hall, Doe Library, Boalt Hall, Campanile and Wheeler Hall from Dana Street entrance 1925?
3:406 California Hall, Doe Library, Boalt Hall, Campanile and Wheeler Hall the west, looking up Campanile Way 1925?
3:407 Campanile and Stephens Hall from the northwest 1925?
3:408 Fields on northwest corner of campus, looking towards buildings of downtown Berkeley 1930?
3:409 Buildings of downtown Berkeley, Agriculture Hall, Hilgard Hall from top of Haviland Hall 1929?
3:410 View south from Botanical Garden to Doe Library 1928?
3:411 Bust of Lincoln by Gutzon Borglum, on pedestal on south façade of Campanile 1925?
3:412 View from west to California Hall, Campanile, Boalt Hall, looking up Campanile Way 1925?
3:413 Campanile and Stephens Hall from the northwest 1925?
3:414 Eucalyptus Grove 1925?
3:415 Looking west on Campanile Way, with south façade of Doe Library and California Hall; American Trust Company building under construction in downtown Berkeley 1928?
3:416 View east across Hearst Field to Campus Cafeteria, with a portion of Hearst Gymnasium on right 1947
3:417 Cottages on Allston Way, looking west 1890?

   Notes: Print damaged
3:418 View from upper level of Doe Library, showing base of Campanile and Stephens Hall 1946?
3:419 Construction of Wheeler Hall, with South Hall Annex at left and first floor of Doe Library at left 1916
3:420 Botanical Garden with Doe Library in background 1916?
   Notes: Photo not in good focus
3:421 Sundial, gift of class of 1877, south of Campanile Esplanade 1916?
3:422 Aerial view of campus 1935?
   Notes: 3 items
3:423 View over campus, town and bay to San Francisco, from Radiation Laboratory 1952?
   Photographer: Radiation Laboratory photo
3:424 Aerial view, looking east; includes portions of Berkeley to north and south of campus, and hills east of campus 1956
   Photographer: Radiation Laboratory photo
3:425 Temporary buildings north of Doe Library, with north and east façades of library in background 1948/04
3:426 View south from Greek Theatre, along Gayley Way to Stadium and International House 1958
3:427 View east from top of Campanile to Panoramic Hill and Stadium; Palmer house also visible 1925?
   Notes: 2 views
3:428 View southeast from top of Campanile, showing tennis courts, Zeta Psi House, and town beyond including in the distance the California School for the Deaf 1925?
3:429 View east from top of Campanile towards Charter Hill; some campus buildings visible at bottom of photo 1925?
   Notes: 2 views
3:430 View northeast from top of Campanile, Freshman Chemistry Laboratory in lower right to photo 1925?
3:431 View north from top of Campanile, with roof of Mechanics Building in foreground and the town beyond 1925?
3:432 View north from top of Campanile, with roof of Mechanics Building in foreground left and Hearst Mining Building in foreground right, and the town beyond 1925?
3:433 View northwest from top of Campanile, with Haviland Hall in left foreground, Student Observatory in center foreground, El Cerrito Hill in distance 1925?
3:434 Aerial view, with initial construction of Sproul Hall 1940
   Notes: Printed illustration
3:435 View of Esplanade from top of Campanile 1945?
   Notes: Printed illustration
3:436 Hertz Hall and Morrison Hall from upper level of Wurster Hall; Power House in background 1967
   Photographer: Strong, Betty
3:437 Aerial view 1965
   Photographer: Aero Photographers
   Notes: 2 views
3:438 **Construction of Temporary Buildings north of Doe Library 1947/06**
   Photographer: Oakland Tribune

3:439 **Center Street entrance to campus, looking west to Oxford Street 1888?**
   Notes: Modern print

3:440 **Addison Street entrance, showing present site of Springer Gate, with Eucalyptus Grove in background 1888?**
   Notes: Modern print

3:441 **Playing fields on west side of campus with Eucalyptus Grove in background 1900?**
   Notes: Modern print

3:442 **View northwest from Panoramic Hill, showing Meyer home (later Student Infirmary), Bacon Hall, North and South Halls, and town in distance 1891?**
   Notes: Modern print

3:443 **Agricultural experiment field in northwest area of campus, with students in foreground 1899?**
   Photographer: Wilhelm, George
   Notes: Modern print

3:444 **Center Street entrance looking east 1916?**
   Photographer: Ferriter
   Notes: Same as 3:132

3:445 **“University of California and San Francisco Bay.” View from Charter Hill 1900**
   Notes: Printed color illus from unknown source

3:446 **“North Gate Path, University of California.” View of path through Botanical Garden toward North Hall; Doe Library to right 1912?**
   Notes: Postcard issued by the Students Cooperative Society

3:447 **Night view of illuminated Christmas Tree in Dwinelle Plaza 1954/12**
   Photographer: Kirwan, Ed

3:448 **Aerial view of Memorial Stadium, filled with spectators, with large Golden Bear card stunt 1955?**
   Photographer: Aero Portraits
   Notes: Color postcard issued by E.F. Clements, no. C5470; 2 items with different coloring

3:449 **Sather Gate 1961?**
   Photographer: Bennett, Brian
   Notes: Color postcard, publ. by R. and C. Hakanson; color by Mike Roberts; no. C21188

3:450 **Sather Gate 1967?**
   Notes: Color postcard by H.S. Crocker Co.; pub by Smith News Co No. 5:B-6.

3:451 **Aerial view, with initial construction of Student Union at left 1959?**
   Notes: Color postcard; color by John H. Atkinson, dist. by Smith News Co.
3:452 View from Charter Hill showing Campanile and portions of Gilman, LeConte, Bacon Halls and Life Science Building 1950?
   Notes: Color postcard by H.S. Crocker Co.; pub by Smith News Co. No. 5:B-1

3:453 Sather Gate and campus from roof of Student Union 1969?
   Photographer: Rice, Ken
   Notes: Color postcard publ by R. and C. Crocker Co.; color by Mike Roberts. No. C22798

3:454 View of campus from Student Union 1969?
   Notes: Color postcard publ by R. and C. Crocker Co.; color by Mike Roberts. No. C22373

3:455 Aerial view toward northwest 1968?
   Notes: Color postcard publ by R. and C. Crocker Co.; color by Mike Roberts. No. C24112.
      2 items, one with '60s' border

3:456 Night view of Sather Gate looking south 1968?
   Notes: Color postcard publ by R. and C. Crocker Co.; color by Mike Roberts. No. C17746

3:457 College Avenue entrance to campus, with Cowell Hospital in background 1941?
3:458 Hearst Mining Circle, with portion of Hearst Mining Building at right and Engineering Materials Building in center 1941?
3:459 South façade of Wheeler hall, looking east, with portion of South Hall and Stevens Hall 1941?
3:460 View east from west entrance to campus, with Hilgard, Agriculture and Giannini Halls on left 1941?
3:461 View south on South Hall road toward Stephens Hall and Moses Hall, with cars parked on road 1941?
3:462 North façade of Doe Library through trees across swale 1941?
3:463 View west to Campanile from present corner of Gayley and Rimway Roads, with Chemistry Annex, Chemistry Building and Gilman Hall 1941?
3:464 College Avenue entrance to campus; man and child standing at bridge 1882?
   Notes: Cyanotype

3:465 View from west showing North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall and South Hall 1900?
   Notes: Oval image

3:466 Sather Gate 1930?
   Photographer: Henderson, William P.
   Notes: Photograph of etching by Henderson

3:467 Class of 1910 Bridge from the east along Strawberry Creek 1930?
   Photographer: Henderson, William P.
   Notes: Photograph of etching by Henderson

3:468 Campanile Esplanade, showing entrance to Campanile 1925?
   Photographer: Weston, Edward
   Notes: Printed reproduction, from California Monthly?

3:469 View northeast from Doe Library showing Mechanics Building, Mechanics Annex, and portion of former School of Military Aeronautics building 1919?
   Notes: Modern print; photo not in good focus
3:470 View from Haviland Hall, before removal of Conservatory, just visible at lower left; includes LeConte Hall, Bacon Hall, Doe Library, Wheeler Hall 1924
   Notes: 2 views. Modern prints; façades of Berkeley buildings in shadow

3:471 Baseball field west of Haviland Hall, with downtown Berkeley in background 1929?
   Notes: Markings from damaged negative on print

3:472 View north from present site of Kroeber Hall toward Spreckels Art Building, with Campus Cafeteria on right, Campanile on far left 1950?
   Notes: 2 views

3:473 Southeast and southwest portions of Faculty Glade 1950?
   Notes: 2 views

3:474 Central and northern portions of Faculty Galde 1950?
   Notes: 2 views

3:475 Faculty Glade from north looking south, showing Henry Morse Stephens Oak and roof of Spreckels Art Building 1950?
3:476 View northeast from north side of Hearst Gymnasium for Women, showing Spreckels Art Building, roof of Anthropology Building and portion of Campus Cafeteria 1950?
3:477 Faculty Glade from Stephens Hall 1950?
3:478 View southeast from top of Stephens Hall, showing Cowell Hospital, Anthropology Building, Spreckels Art building, with Stadium, International House and hills beyond 1950?
3:479 View northeast from vicinity of Bancroft Way and College Avenue; visible are tops of Harmon Gymnasium, South and North Halls 1888?
   Notes: Modern print

3:480 Class of 1897 Jubilee Bench, viewed from South Hall 1962
   Photographer: Sisson, James E

3:481 View east from Bank of American Building, Shattuck and Center Streets; visible are Center Street entrance, with Campanile and other buildings in the distance 1920?
3:482 View east from Bank of American Building, Shattuck and Center Streets; Campanile and other buildings in the distance 1920?
   Notes: 2 views

3:483 College Avenue entrance, with portions of Chemistry Building in background 1900?
3:484 Athletic fields west of campus buildings, with bleachers for cinder track against Eucalyptus Grove 1900?
3:485 View from South Hall, looking east to Bacon Hall, East Hall, and Botany Building 1900?
3:486 View from west showing South Hall at left and Harmon Gymnasium at right, with many students in picture 1911?
   Notes: Color postcard, issued by Pacific Novelty Company, no. B21

3:487 Aerial view 1966?
   Notes: Color postcard, publ by R. and C. Hakanson; color by Mike Roberts. No. 17939

3:488 View west from Berkeley hills 1958?
   Notes: Color postcard, publ by R. and C. Hakanson; color by Mike Roberts. No. 11649
3:489 *Cheney and Deutsch Halls, with dining commons in foreground* 1962?
   Notes: Color postcard, publ by E. and F. Clements; color by Mike Roberts. No. 11039

3:490 *Sather Gate looking north; Doe Library and North Hall visible* 1913?
   Photographer: Worden?

3:491 *California Hall and Boalt Hall from west* 1911?
   Photographer: Worden?

3:492 *North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall, South Hall from west* 1896?
   Photographer: Worden, W.E.

3:493 *View of North Hall and Doe Library from northeast* 1912?
   Photographer: Worden?

3:494 *Palms of Botanical Garden with Campanile in background* 1916?
   Photographer: Worden?

3:495 *Class of 1910 Bridge from north* 1916?
   Photographer: Worden?

3:496 *View east from top of Campanile, with roofs of East Hall and Chemistry Building* 1914?
3:497 *View from southeast corner of Hearst Mining Building over circle to Campanile* 1915?
   Notes: Post card issued by the Albertype Company

3:498 *"Campus at Night." View from Dana Street entrance to California and Boalt Halls and buildings beyond* 1919?
   Notes: Color postcard issued by Edward H. Mitchell, no. 366

3:499 *"Group of Buildings and Campanile," view from Dana Street entrance* 1919?
   Notes: Color postcard issued by Edward H. Mitchell, no. B82

3:500 *View from Student Union overlooking Sproul Plaza* 1967?
   Notes: Color postcard, issued by R. and C. Hakanson; color by Mike Roberts. No. 22373

3:501 *"Perspective view of the Stadium" One of Emile Bénard drawings for Phoebe Apperson Hearst Architectural Competition. 1899*
   Notes: Black and white photographic reproduction of original in University Archives

3:502 *View from Campanile looking northeast, showing Hearst Mining Building and snow on Berkeley Hills 1922/01/29*
   Notes: "3285"

3:503 *View east on Campanile Way; snow on hills in background* 1922/01
   Notes: "3281"

3:504 *South and North Halls from northeast* 1874/04
   Photographer: Muybridge, Eadweard
   Notes: Copy of original stereo in TBL: 1971.055:1753
3:505 North and South Halls from northwest 1874/04
   Photographer: Muybridge, Eadweard
   Notes: Copy of original stereo in TBL: 1971.055:1754

3:506 View toward Campanile from Lower Sproul Plaza 1969
   Notes: Color postcard, issued by R. and C. Hakanson; color by Mike Roberts. No. 25984

3:507 View of campus to town and bay 1882?
   Photographer: Strong, J.D.

3:508 Sather Gate, with Doe Library and North Hall in distance 1911
   Notes: Postcard issued by Edward H. Mitchell, no. 704

3:509 “Trail to the Big C, University of California at Berkeley” 1908?
   Notes: Color postcard issued by Edward H. Mitchell, no. 3107

3:510 View from Dana Street entrance, showing California Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall, South Hall 1907?
   Notes: Postcard issued by California Sales Co., no. 46

3:511 Looking east from present site of Moffitt Library, to Doe Library, with California Hall and Campanile to right 1941?
3:512 View toward Campanile from above Hearst Mining Circle; portions of Mechanical Arts Building and Bacon Hall visible through trees 1922?
3:513 Campanile Esplanade with Mitchell Fountain in center 1922?
3:514 Hearst Mining Circle, with reflections of Campanile, Mechanical Arts Building and Bacon Hall in water; LeConte Hall under construction 1922
   Notes: Modern print from slightly damaged negative

3:515 View from west toward Campanile, from south of Life Sciences Building 1946
3:516 Faculty Glade; looking north to old oaks, man standing among trees 1900?
3:517 View northwest from Panoramic Hill over campus 1918?
   Notes: Postcard

3:518 View east from site of Life Sciences Building 1928
3:519 Sather Gate, Wheeler Hall and Campanile 1935?
   Notes: Color postcard. Pictorial Wonderland issued by Stanley Piltz, no. 203

3:520 “Path to North Gate.” View along path in Botanical Garden. 1914?
   Notes: Postcard issued by Students Cooperative Society, no. 206. Possibly opposite view to 3:446

3:521 View from north showing South Hall, North Hall and Harmon Gymnasium 1890?
3:522 View from Dana Street entrance showing North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building and annex, Bacon Hall, South Hall 1889?
3:523 View from Panoramic Hill overlooking Stadium, Campus, town and bay; some houses to extreme left are identified 1923/12/09
3:524 Site of Zellerbach Hall being cleared; view from west over site to Sproul Hall, Student Union and Eshleman Hall 1966
3:525 View east from inside Dana Street entrance to South Hall; Mechanical Arts Building and annex and Bacon Hall to left 1897?
3:526 View from Charter Hill showing South and North Halls, with caretaker’s cottage in lower left 1874
3:527 View southwest from roof of Wheeler Hall, showing Dwinelle Plaza, Sather Gate and Student Union. 1961
   Photographer: Kirwan, Ed

3:528 View northeast from State Public Health Building, with Morgan Hall and Warren Hall in foreground 1955
3:529 View east to North Hall, Bacon Hall and South Hall 1890?
3:530 View south from present site of McLaughlin Hall, showing Bacon Hall and Botany Building to left, flagpole in center, South and North Halls on right 1906?
   Notes: Postcard issued by Student Cooperative Society, no. 103

3:531 View west toward Eucalyptus Grove, with many carriages lined up at cinder track 1896?
3:532 Sather Gate looking north, with Doe Library and North Hall visible through gate 1910/08/07
   Photographer: Gaytes, Herbert
   Notes: Gaytes no. 1867E

3:533 View east from upper level of South Hall, showing portion of Botany Building at left, Zeta Psi House and other houses on College Avenue, and few houses on Panoramic Hill 1899/05
3:534 View east from upper level of South Hall, showing portion of Botany Building at left, houses on College Avenue, and few houses on Panoramic Hill 1899/05
   Notes: 7 items

3:535 View north from upper level of South Hall to Mechanics Building; classroom tent on lawn east of North Hall 1897
3:536 Strawberry Canyon student clubhouse with Leslie Hewitt ('90) on porch 1887
   Photographer: Smith, William S.T.

3:537 Strawberry Canyon showing Stutt Dairy Farm 1889?
   Notes: 3 views; cyanotypes

3:538 Strawberry canyon with Grizzly Peak in background 1889?
   Notes: Cyanotype

3:539 Sather Gate and Campanile, from southwest near top of Allston Way 1925
3:540 Bust of Lincoln by Gutzon Borglum against south façade of Campanile, portion of esplanade in foreground 1925
3:541 Bust of Lincoln by Gutzon Borglum against south façade of Campanile, portion of esplanade in foreground, from southeast with Doe Library in background 1925
3:542 View east from Campanile Esplanade near north side of Campanile, with tops of Wheeler Hall and Doe Library visible 1925
3:543 View northeast from roof of house on Piedmont Avenue, showing California Field, Wheeler Hall and East Hall in center of picture 1923?
3:544 View west from LeConte Hall to Doe Library and basement level of North Hall; Wheeler and Boalt Halls to left 1925?
3:545 Telephoto view west from LeConte Hall to Doe Library; Wheeler and Boalt Halls to left 1925?
   Notes: 2 views

3:546 Class of 1910 Bridge from south 1925?
3:547 Palm tree south of Campanile Esplanade, looking north 1925?
   Notes: Small snapshot
3:548 Hearst Mining Circle looking west; portion of Doe Library at far left 1925?
   Notes: Small snapshot

3:549 Telephoto view of Campanile from vicinity of Piedmont Avenue; top of Bacon Hall visible 1925?

3:550 Campanile Esplanade with portions of South Hall and Wheeler Hall in background 1924?

3:551 View from east of Hearst Mining Building to Campanile, with Bacon Hall to left; Wheeler Hall in background 1924?

3:552 View from Hearst Mining Circle to Campanile and Bacon Hall to left 1924?

3:553 View from east side of Hearst Mining Building, looking across the Circle to the Campanile and South Hall; Presbyterian Church tower visible in the distance 1924?

3:554 View from Charter Hill over campus to the bay 1950?
   Photographer: Roberts, Mike
   Notes: Color postcard. No. C747

3:555 View from downtown Berkeley building east over campus to the hills 1949?
   Photographer: Roberts, Mike
   Notes: Color postcard. Wesco Spectrotone Color Card

3:556 "Panorama of the University of California" View looking east 1903?
   Notes: Double postcard, issued by Students Cooperative Society

3:557 Big C on Charter Hill 1919?
   Photographer: Davis, Howard W
   Notes: 2 views, one marked for publication

3:558 View northeast along South Hall Road 1908?
   Notes: Postcard

3:559 Elevated view looking west to Campanile and surrounding buildings 1919?
   Photographer: Davis, Howard W

3:560 Bancroft Way and Telegraph Avenue, taken from north of Bancroft Way, showing portion of Berkeley Inn at right, and Granada Apartments 1915?
   Notes: Postcard publ by A. Blumberg

3:561 View from top of Barrows Hall looking northeast over campus 1972
   Photographer: Maze, Stephanie

3:562 Aerial view over campus to east, with parts of surrounding town 1971
   Photographer: Copeland, R.L.

3:563 Aerial view of northwest corner of campus, showing Mulford Hall, the agriculture group; State Public Health Building in the background 1955

3:564 Telegraph Avenue looking south from Sather Gate and Allston Way, showing present site of Sproul Hall; Hall's Restaurant on the left 1935
   Photographer: Buell, Ethel Hall
   Notes: Photo not in good focus

3:565 "The University of California and City of Berkeley with Golden Gate in distance as seen from Berkeley Hills" 1920?
   Notes: Color postcard issued by the Pacific Novelty Company, no. B92
3:566 View southwest from east of Hearst Mining Circle, showing Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall, South Hall and North Hall 1882
3:567 View of path through Botanical Garden directly north of Doe Library 1922
3:568 View of Lincoln bust by Gutzon Borglum on south façade of Campanile 1922
3:569 Class of 1914 drinking fountain opposite (south of) Wheeler Hall 1922
3:570 Mitchell Fountain on Campanile Esplanade looking east 1922
3:571 Tennis courts on Bancroft Way at College Avenue 1922
3:572 Campanile Way looking west from Campanile Esplanade 1922
3:573 Elevated telescopic view of southeastern portion of campus, from Campanile to the left to the Stadium to the right 1928
   Notes: Colored photograph
3:574 Elevated telescopic view of northeastern portion of campus, showing President's House, Agriculture Group, Haviland Hall, and hills beyond 1928
   Notes: Colored photograph
3:575 Big C on Charter Hill 1928/02/05
   Photographer: Stone, George E
   Notes: 2 views
3:576 View east to campus from top of Mercantile Trust Tower (now, Wells Fargo) in downtown Berkeley 1928/02/05
   Photographer: Stone, George E
3:577 Two students talking at south end of path between Wheeler Hall and South Hall 1928/02/05
   Photographer: Stone, George E
3:578 View uphill from the west, showing North Hall, Bacon Hall, classroom tent, South Hall, with Budd Hall partially visible at far right 1897
3:579 View north from bridge over Strawberry Creek, near present site of Stephens Hall, showing Botany Building, and Bacon Hall beyone 1899?
3:580 View of East Hall, with portions of Bacon Hall and Mechanical Arts Building and annex to left, and columns of porch to Botany Building to right 1899?
3:581 View north showing east façade of East Hall on the left, beyond is portion of Mechanical Arts Building to left and annex to right with connecting bridge 1899?
3:582 Western end of Botanical Garden and bridge over north branch of Strawberry Creek; two gardeners have just crossed bridge 1899?
3:583 View across Hillegas tract, with Bancroft Way in foreground; Harmon Gymnasium visible to left, and tops of South and North Halls to right 1899?
3:584 Mechanical Arts Building and Bacon Hall from the west 1899?
3:585 View east along path leading to North Hall, Bacon Hall, South Hall 1899?
3:586 View looking north of Sather Gate, with Conservatory in center background, showing portions of buildings to left and right 1915?
3:587 Class of 1877 sundial 1915?
   Photographer: Gray, Theodore
3:588 William H. Smyth memorial plaque at Smyth-Fernwald dormitories 1941
   Notes: 2 views
3:589 View from Lawrence Radiation Laboratory with snow and ice on trees and foliage in foreground; taken near sunset, with Campanile just visible 1972
   Photographer: Gerber, Steve
   Notes: Color photograph
3:590 **Strawberry Canyon filter plant 1925?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: No. 34-74

3:591 **Dairy Barn of Veterinary Laboratory in Strawberry Canyon. 1925?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: No. 34-59

3:592 **Dairy Barn and Veterinary Laboratory in Strawberry Canyon. 1925?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: No. 34-77

3:592 **Sather Gate with Wheeler Hall and Doe Library visible through the gate; edge of bank building on Telegraph Avenue at extreme right 1925?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: No. 34-109

3:593 **Headhouses and greenhouses on northwest area of campus, near Hearst Avenue 1925?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: No. 34-102

3:593 **Reservoirs at Veterinary Laboratory in Strawberry Canyon. 1925?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: No. 34-75

3:594 **Headhouses and greenhouses on northwest area of campus, near Hearst Avenue; view looking northwest 1925?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: No. 34-101

3:595 **Music Buildings 1 and 2, on site later used for Cowell Hospital 1925?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: No. 34-83

3:596 **Fraternity building and Public Health Building on site later used for Cowell Hospital 1925?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: No. 34-82

3:597 **University Extension Department of Visual Instruction building, just west of Architects and Engineers Building on Allston Way 1925?**
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: No. 34-108

3:598 **View from Dana Street entrance, showing California Hall, North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall and South Hall 1910?**
   Notes: Color postcard publ for the Geo. C. Salch Co., no. 5214

3:599 **Cottages along Allston Way, present site of north end of Edwards Field 1900?**
   Notes: Stereograph

3:600 **View from west to California and Boalt Halls, with Campanile behind 1920?**
3:601 View northeast from top of Campanile, with Hearst Mining Circle and Hearst Mining Building and hills beyone; visible is site of razed School of Military Aeronautics Building in lower left 1920?
   Photographer: Lother and Young

3:602 Sather Gate nude panels, removed from gate in 1910 1977
   Photographer: Lowie Museum
   Notes: 10 views

3:603 View across Botanical Garden southeast to North and South Halls 1900?
3:604 View east on South Hall Drive, showing façade of Wheeler Hall, portion of South Hall, with Stephens Hall in background; Paul Padgette standing in roadway 1949/06
3:605 View from top of Campanile to northeast showing Hearst Mining Circle and surrounding buildings, including Temporary Building to west of circle 1947/12
   Photographer: Padgette, Paul
   Notes: Sun glare in lower center of image

3:606 View from top of Campanile to northwest to Stadium 1947/12
   Photographer: Padgette, Paul

3:607 Telegraph Avenue north of Bancroft, future site of Sproul Hall, with shops along street, cars parked, etc. 1938
3:608 Telegraph Avenue looking south from inside Sather Gate, future site of Sproul Hall 1938?
3:609 Night view of illuminated Campanile from Barrows Hall 1968?
3:610 View looking south of path between South Hall and Wheeler Hall 1977
   Notes: Color photograph

3:611 Sunset, looking northeast from Student Union to Wheeler Hall and Campanile 1963/12
   Photographer: Dornin, May
   Notes: Color photograph

3:612 View looking northeast from Student Union to Wheeler Hall and Campanile 1966
   Photographer: Dornin, May

3:613 Aerial view of campus and hills from west 1956/02/16
   Photographer: Copeland, R.L.

3:614 Aerial view of campus and hills from west 1958/03/03
   Photographer: Copeland, R.L.

3:615 Bird's-eye view from Campanile, University of California, Berkeley." View southeast over California Field 1915?
   Photographer: Albertype Company
   Notes: Publ by the Associated Students Store. No. 184

3:616 View east to Charter Hill from North Hall; Bacon Hall to right 1916/07/02
3:617 View south from the Mechanics Building; Bacon Hall to left; Agriculture Hall, South and North Halls to right 1894?
3:618 View northeast from above Dana Street entrance, showing California Hall, Mechanics Building and North Hall 1907?
   Notes: Colored postcard by Newman Postcard Company No. W6

3:619 View south from present site of Moffitt Library, with Doe Library and Wheeler hall on left, California Hall and Boalt Hall on right 1924?
   Photographer: Tibbetts, H.C.

3:620 View east on Campanile Way to California Hall, Campanile, and Boalt Hall 1924?
   Photographer: Tibbetts, H.C.

3:621 View east from inside Sather Gate, showing California Hall, Campanile, South Hall 1924?
   Photographer: Tibbetts, H.C.

3:622 View west from Charter Hill over campus 1924?
   Photographer: Tibbetts, H.C.

3:623 View north to Sather Gate and Wheeler Hall from Telegraph Avenue 1924?
   Photographer: Tibbetts, H.C.

3:624 Class of 1910 Bridge from north 1982
   Photographer: Bucher, Charles W

3:625 Humphrey Go-Bart, ASUC shuttle bus 1980?
3:626 View northeast from Dana Street entrance 1925?
3:627 View northeast from Dana Street entrance 1915?
3:628 View east from Dana Street entrance 1900?
   Notes: Small panorama format

3:629 View east from Dana Street entrance, showing portion of bridge across Strawberry Creek 1890?
3:630 View east from Dana Street entrance 1900?
3:631 View northeast from Dana Street entrance 1920?
3:632 Sundial, gift of Class of 1877, with portion of Bacon Hall visible beyond esplanade 1920?
3:633 Sproul Plaza, view to north under plane trees 1965?
   Photographer: Smelser, Sharin

3:634 Sproul Plaza from balcony of Student Union; two figures and flag in foreground on balcony 1965?
3:635 Sproul Plaza; central portion of plaza taken from ground level, looking towards Campanile 1965?
   Photographer: Walters, Tom F

3:636 View of Campanile from steps between upper and lower Sproul Plazas 1965?
   Photographer: Stoll, Jerry

3:637 Tables on Sproul Plaza 1968
   Photographer: Walters, Tom F
   Notes: 2 views

3:638 Steps between upper and lower Sproul Plazas 1968?
   Photographer: Walters, Tom F
3:639 American Indian dancers and spectators on Lower Sproul Plaza 1965/04/25
   Photographer: Galloway, Dennis
   Notes: Orig 35mm neg in 27A: 2452M:17

3:640 Lower Sproul Plaza from northwest corner 1965?
3:641 Student and two campus policemen in Dwinelle Plaza with Durant Hall in background 1965?
3:642 Policeman at kiosk at west entrance to campus talking to person in car 1963
   Photographer: Galloway, Dennis
   Notes: 2 views; orig 35mm neg in 27A:365M:4 & 15

3:643 West entrance to campus 1959
   Photographer: Dornin, May
   Notes: Color photo

3:644 View north on Euclid Avenue from North Gate 1968
   Photographer: Galloway, Dennis

3:645 Sather Gate from south, before Wheeler Hall is built 1916?
   Notes: 3 identical photographs in different formats as if for postcards; two with floral decoration. Issued by Associated Students Store, no. 120, 313, 413

3:646 Sather Gate from south 1916?
3:647 Sather Gate from south, from elevated position 1916?
   Notes: Photograph torn

3:648 Sather Gate from southeast 1916?
3:649 [vacant number]
3:650 Sather Gate from south 1916?
3:651 Sather Gate from north side of Telegraph Avenue, with Boalt Hall visible through gate 1920?
3:652 Sather Gate from southwest 1921
   Notes: 2 views

3:653 Sather Gate from southwest 1931/12/31
   Notes: Photograph stained

3:654 Sather Gate, looking south to Student Union 1964
   Photographer: Dornin, May
   Notes: "Summer Sunday morning"

3:655 Sather Gate looking north from elevated position; shows north half of gate only, with students walking through gate 1960?
3:656 Sather Gate looking north 1970?
3:657 Sather Gate looking south to Student Union 1984
   Photographer: Jones, Mary Ellen

3:658 Filtration plant for College Avenue swimming pool 1920?
   Photographer: McCurry
   Notes: No. 34-113

3:659 South and North Halls from Charter Hill 1974?
   Notes: 2 views; one is photographic reproduction of early photo; other is illustration from unidentified printed source
3:660 Frosh-soph brawl on Underhill Field 1963
   Notes: 2 wide-format views

3:661 Automobiles on road in front of Wheeler Hall 1930?
3:662 Aerial view from west 1946?
   Notes: Color transparency, filed with negatives

3:663 Mitchell Fountain 1975?
3:664 Rediviva Fountain in Faculty Glade at time of dedication 1955
3:665 Faculty Glade looking northwest with Stephens Hall in background 1965?
   Photographer: Stoll, Jerry

3:666 View west from top of Campanile, with Doe Library Annex under construction 1949
   Notes: 3 views

3:667 View east on Campanile Way toward Campanile; trees in foreground 1918?
3:668 Campanile Way 1920?
3:669 View east on Campanile Way toward Campanile; façade of Life Sciences Building on right 1932
3:670 Aerial view 1931
   Notes: 2 views; one from unidentified printed source; the other a photograph with date in negative

3:671 Various views on campus with light dusting of snow; one shows Harmon Gymnasium 1926
   Notes: 10 views

3:672 In foreground, tree near Harmon Gymnasium with person on bench underneath; in background, Mechanics Building, North Hall, Philosophy Building and Mechanical Arts Building. View looks northeast 1900?
3:673 Philosophy Building, Bacon Hall and East Hall; view looks northeast 1900
3:674 Campanile Way looking east 1915?
   Notes: 3 views; greeting cards issued by Associated Students Store, two with drawn floral decoration. No 163, 403, 303

3:675 View from northwest showing California Hall, Bacon Hall, and Boalt Hall under construction 1910
3:676 View east on Campanile Way 1918?
3:677 Three children walking east on Campanile Way 1911?
   Notes: Snapshot

3:678 Campanile Way looking east; façade of Life Sciences Building on left 1932?
3:679 Mechanical Arts Building and annex, Chemistry Building and Bacon Hall from west 1897?
   Photographer: Oliver, Edwin Letts

3:680 East Hall, Bacon Hall, Botany Building from northeast 1900?
   Photographer: Oliver, Edwin Letts
   Notes: 2 views

3:681 Mechanical Arts Building and annex, Chemistry Building, East Hall and Bacon Hall from west 1900?
   Photographer: Oliver, Edwin Letts
3:682 Man seated on bench on Big C Trail 1920
3:683 View over campus from Big C 1920
3:683 Hillside with Big C; view is across hillside showing edges of Big C 1920
   Notes: 2 views
3:684 Snapshot view over campus from Big C 1920
3:685 View over campus from Charter Hill, showing tent near Bacon Hall 1897, 1899
   Photographer: Oliver, Edwin Letts
   Notes: 2 views
3:686 Campus view from College Avenue entrance, showing Campanile, LeConte Hall, Gilman Hall, Chemistry Building and Annex 1955
   Notes: 4 color transparencies filed with negatives
3:687 Campus view east up Campanile Way 1955
   Notes: 2 color transparencies, filed with negatives
3:688 Campus view looking east on University Drive; California Hall, Doe Library, Virus Laboratory, hills with cyclotron and Big C 1955
   Notes: 3 color transparencies, filed with negatives
3:689 Campus view from southeast; back of Sproul Hall on left, Campanile on right, Berkeley and bay beyone 1955
   Notes: 3 color transparencies, filed with negatives
3:690 Sather Gate from north, with Sproul Hall through gate 1955
   Notes: 2 color transparencies, filed with negatives
3:691 Sather Gate from southeast, with Dwinelle Hall visible through gate, at left 1955
   Notes: 3 color transparencies, filed with negatives
3:692 Faculty Glade looking east 1955/11/17
   Photographer: Johnson, Richard
   Notes: 3 color transparencies, filed with negatives
3:693 View north from near Dwinelle Hall, with California Hall on right 1955/11/17
   Photographer: Duran, Victor
   Notes: Color transparencies, filed with negatives
3:694 West Gate; cars on University Drive 1955/11/17
   Photographer: Duran, Victor
   Notes: Color transparencies, filed with negatives
3:695 Phi Gamma Delta fraternity house, 2620 Bancroft Way 1915?
   Notes: Postcard issued by Associated Students Store
3:696 Class 1914 Fountain, looking southwest; bridge to Sather Gate in background with Harmon Gymnasium beyond 1915?
   Photographer: Albertype Co.
   Notes: Postcard. No. 190
3:697 Wheeler Bench in area west of Football Statue 1910?
   Notes: Postcard

3:698 View toward Wheeler Hall from balcony of Student Union; roofs of dining commons at left, Campanile at right 1970?
3:699 Views from top of Campanile, one in each direction, with overlays identifying buildings 1984
   Notes: 4 views

3:700 Strawberry Canyon Swimming Pool 1912?
   Photographer: Sullivan, Edgar Q
   Notes: Snapshot

3:701 Bridge over Strawberry Creek at west end of Faculty Glade 1913
3:702 Ruth Donelly memorial bench and plaque at Fernwald 1978?
3:703 View south from upper level of Wurster Hall: roof of Kroebel Hall, buildings along Bancroft Way (Café Roma, City Women's Club (later Bancroft Hotel), Berkeley Art Museum, and on Durant Avenue (residence halls and Durant Hotel) 1975?
3:704 Unit 3 residence halls, from Channing Way 1975?
3:705 Piedmont Avenue, showing Sigma Phi House and Chi Psi House, with International House in background 1970?
   Photographer: Walters, Tom F

3:707 Phi Gamma Delta House, 2395 Piedmont Avenue 1965?
3:708 Sigma Phi House 1975?
   Notes: Contact print of 35mm neg (neg not in collection)

3:709 Class of 1910 Bridge, looking north from Faculty Glade 1922?
3:710 Class of 1910 Bridge, looking east from Strawberry Creek level 1922?
3:711 View southeast from Campanile to Stadium and International House in distance. Other buildings include the Faculty Club, Optometry Building (Minor Hall), Anthropology Building, Spreckels Art Building; also Faculty Glade 1945?
3:712 View southeast from Campanile to Stadium and International House in distance. Other buildings include the Faculty Club, Optometry Building (Minor Hall), Cowell Hospital 1945?
3:713 View northeast from Campanile. Visible buildings include Donner Laboratory, Stern Hall, Mechanical Arts Building and annex, Crocker Laboratory, 1945?
3:714 View west along South Campus Drive, to right are façades of Chemistry Annex, Chemistry Building, Gilman Hall, LeConte Hall, the tower of Bacon Hall, and the Campanile 1920?
   Notes: 2 views

3:715 View east to Doe Library and Campanile 1945?
3:716 Man giving child a drink at the Mitchell Fountain 1920?
3:717 Bacon Hall tower from Campanile Esplanade 1920?
3:718 View southward across Campanile Esplanade 1920?
3:719 View from Dana Street entrance, showing North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall, South Hall 1890?
3:720 Sather Gate from southeast 1917?
3:721 Sather Gate from southwest, with Wheeler Hall and Campanile 1917?
3:722 Sather Gate from southwest, Campanile 1917/02/25
3:723 Sather Gate 1968
   Photographer: Corlett, C
   Notes: Reproduction of lithograph
3:724 **Sundial, looking directly north to Lincoln Bust by Borglum Gutzon at base of Campanile 1960?**
Photographer: Bond, Cliff
Notes: "File copy" stamped on print

3:725 **View east from Edwards Field, showing east bleachers in foreground, with campus buildings, Campanile and hills 1961?**
Photographer: Bond, Cliff

3:726 **University Drive looking southwest, with LeConte Hall to left, Library Annex and Doe Library in background; many cars parked along road 1959?**
Photographer: Bond, Cliff

3:727 **Sather Gate and Campanile 1950?**
Notes: Note card with pen and ink sketch of gate and tower, color wash for trees

3:728 **Bacon Hall; in foreground beginnings of excavation for Stephens Hall 1921/11/13**
Photographer: Harriss, Harold H

3:729 **View northwest over campus to bay and Mt. Tamalpais 1964/11**
Photographer: Dornin, May?
Notes: Color photograph

3:730 **Campanile Esplanade as seen looking down from top of Campanile 1967?**

3:731 **View from Charter Hill over campus and town to bay 1967?**
Photographer: Monroe, Joe

3:732 **Aerial view showing Student Union, Sproul Hall, Campanile and hills beyond 1967?**
Photographer: Monroe, Joe

3:733 **Students passing through Sather Gate 1978/09/19**
Photographer: Russell

3:734 **Students passing through Sather Gate; telephoto shot from north 1970?**
Photographer: Smith, Frank D

3:735 **Sather Gate, Wheeler Hall and Campanile from top of Dining Commons 1970?**
Photographer: Smith, Frank D

3:736 **Students passing through Sather Gate; telephoto shot from north 1970?**
Photographer: Smith, Frank D

3:737 **Students passing through Sather Gate; telephoto shot from south 1970?**
Photographer: Smith, Frank D

3:738 **Ruins in north Berkeley after fire, looking south with Campanile in distance 1923**
Notes: Photographic postcard

3:739 **Bridge over Strawberry Creek, between Dwinelle Hall and Alumni House 1980/0/4/04**
Photographer: Russell
3:740 Sather Gate and Campanile from Allston Way 1917
   Photographer: Ferriter, G.A.

3:741 View east to California Hall, Campanile, Boalt Hall 1917
   Photographer: Ferriter, G.A.

3:742 View from Dana Street entrance 1917
   Photographer: Ferriter, G.A.

3:743 View east on Campanile Way 1917
   Photographer: Ferriter, G.A.

3:744 View east on Campanile Way 1917
   Photographer: Ferriter, G.A.

3:745 Woman seated on Wheeler Bench 1981/08/27
   Photographer: Russell

3:746 Faculty Glade from Stephens Hall; Stadium visible at upper right 1955?
   Photographer: Kirwan, Ed

3:747 Class of 1914 Fountain 1968
   Photographer: Dornin, May
   Notes: 3 views; color slides, not prints

3:748 Views from top of Campanile, west down Campanile Way, and southwest over Moses Hall 1938/11?
   Photographer: Richardson, Norris
   Notes: 2 views

3:749 View from Stanley Hall(?) southwest to Mechanical Arts Building, LeConte Hall addition, Campanile, Library Annex; one temporary building at lower right 1955?
   Photographer: ASUC Graphic Arts

3:750 View from Engineering Building southeast over temporary buildings to Mechanical Arts Building, Gilman Hall and LeConte Hall addition 1955?
   Photographer: ASUC Graphic Arts

3:751 Warren Hall, Morgan Hall, and Mulford Hall from University Hall 1955?
   Photographer: ASUC Graphic Arts

3:752 Sidewalk on east side of Oxford Street, looking south towards Hearst Avenue 1953
3:753 Sidewalk on north side of Hearst Avenue, looking west towards Euclid 1953
3:754 Barrow Lane looking south from Allston Way to Bancroft Way; road lined with parked cars 1953
3:755 Path south of steps to Engineering Building, looking west to temporary building 1953
3:756 Bechtel Engineering construction, with partial view of temporary building beyond 1979/09?
3:757 Aerial views of the campus 1938
   Photographer: Richardson, Norris H
   Notes: 6 items
3:758 Alexander Calder’s The Last Dryad, and student reading on bench nearby 1980?
   Photographer: Russell(?)

Part III: Oversize Items
300:001 North and South Halls from site of Greek Theatre 1873
   Notes: Copy of photo by C.E.Watkins?
300:002 North Hall and South Hall from northwest 1874
   Photographer: Strong, J.D.
   Notes: Stereo
300:003 North Hall and South Hall from present site of agricultural buildings 1875
   Notes: Stereo
300:004 North Hall, South Hall, Harmon Gymnasium, Mechanical Arts Building, from Charter Hill 1880
   Photographer: Strong, J.D.
   Notes: 2 items on one board
300:005 Mechanical Arts Building, North Hall and South Hall from north, later site of Students Observatory 1880
   Photographer: Strong, J.D.
   Notes: 2 items on one board
300:006 North Hall from southwest, Dana Street entrance; South Hall from southwest, Chapel Street entrance 1880
   Photographer: Strong, J.D.
   Notes: 3 items on one board
300:007 Six views of campus 1880
   Photographer: Strong, J.D.
   Notes: 6 items on one board
300:008 Aerial view to east from near University and Oxford; includes some residential areas to north and south 1931/08/22
   Photographer: Fairchild Aerial Surveys
300:009 Berkeley from the hills 1885?
   Photographer: Robertson, James P
   Notes: Photogravure of drawing
300:010 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall, South Hall, viewed from the west at Dana Street entrance 1889/01
   Photographer: Armes, W.D.
   Notes: 2 copies
300:011 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall, South Hall, viewed from the west 1888?
300:012 Campus buildings from northwest, near site of present Pacific School of Religion 1893
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.
   Notes: 2 copies
300:013 **North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall, South Hall, from the west at Dana Street entrance 1893**
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.

300:014 **Bacon Hall, North Hall, South Hall, Budd Hall, Harmon Gymnasium, from the north 1893**
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.

300:015 **North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall, South Hall, viewed from the west at Dana Street entrance; horse-drawn open carriage and pedestrians in foreground 1890**
   Photographer: Spiel, George
   Notes: Etching

300:016 **Aerial view from above Dwight and Martin Luther King, toward northeast; includes downtown Berkeley, surrounding residential areas and hills 1952**
   Photographer: ASUC Photography

300:017 **"The Golden Gate from Berkeley Heights." Panoramic view extending from Oakland to Mt. Tamalpais 1897**
   Photographer: Detroit Photographic Company
   Notes: Color view. "50215"

300:018 **Botanical Gardens, with Philosophy Buildings, Mechanical Arts Building, Chemistry Building, East Hall, North Hall, and portion of Bacon Hall 1899**
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.

300:019 **View from Charter Hill showing South Hall, North Hall and caretaker's cottage at College Avenue entrance 1874**
   Photographer: Strong, J.D.
   Notes: See also 3:273

300:020 **View northeast from in front of South Hall: Bacon Hall, Philosophy Building, Mining and Civil Engineering Building, portion of East Hall, Hearst Mining Building under construction 1904**
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.

300:021 **North Hall, Bacon Hall, South Hall, viewed through trees west of campus buildings 1904**
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.

300:022 **Mechanics Building, North Hall, Civil Engineering Building, Bacon Hall, South Hall, portion of Harmon Gymnasium, viewed from directly west of the gymnasium 1904**
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.

300:023 **North Hall, Bacon Hall and South Hall from the west 1904**
300:024 **California Hall, North Hall, Mining and Civil Engineering Building and South Hall from Dana Street entrance 1906?**
300:025 **Snapshots from top of Campanile; include campus portion of College Avenue, views towards bay, and California Field 1915?**
   Notes: Mounted on one board
300:026 Birds-eye view of Phoebe Apperson Hearst Plan for the campus, with latest revision by John Galen Howard 1914
   Notes: Photographic copy of plan; very dark

300:027 Aerial view of campus centering on Campanile, from southwest 1919
300:028 Aerial view of southeast portion of campus, showing newly completed Memorial Stadium, Stephens Hall, LeConte Hall 1923
300:029 West side of Telegraph Avenue from near Sather Gate, just before demolition of buildings 1958
300:030 Panorama of commercial buildings on west side of Telegraph Avenue between Bancroft Way and Allston Way 1958
   Notes: Four photos taped together

300:031 Aerial view from above Shattuck and Kittredge; includes residential areas to north and south of campus and hills beyond 1937?
   Notes: Mounted on masonite

300:032 Night view of campus, Berkeley and bay from Charter Hill 1962
   Notes: Color photo. Shelved in Oversize Drawer

300:033 View from Charter Hill to the west, showing campus buildings and city of Berkeley 1893
   Notes: Shelved in Oversize Drawer

300:034 Wide view from Hearst Mining Circle looking west, includes Hearst Mining Building, Mechanics Building, Philosophy Building, Campanile, parts of Mechanical Arts Building, Doe Library roof, Agriculture Building, North Hall, Conservatory 1914
   Photographer: Haines Photo Co.
   Notes: 2 items taped together

300:035 Aerial view of campus looking northeast, including residential area to north 1919?
   Photographer: Cohen, M.L.
   Notes: Shelved in Oversize Drawer

300:036 View from top of Doe Library Building looking north and northeast, from Conservatory to Philosophy Building 1910
300:037 Campus view from the west: Mechanics Building, North Hall, Philosophy Building, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall, South Hall 1900 ?
   Notes: Print somewhat discolored and spotted

300:038 Piedmont Avenue from site Cowell Hospital looking south to the Clinton Day house at corner of Bancroft Way; two girls in foreground 1890?
300:039 North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall, South Hall, and portion of Mechanics Building, from the west at Dana Street entrance, showing wooden sidewalks 1894 ?
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.

300:040 Sather Gate from southwest, with Campanile construction nearing completion 1914
300:041 Campus buildings seen from the Dana Street entrance 1918
   Photographer: Ferriter, G.E.
   Notes: 5 copies; different sizes and exposures
300:042 Stephens Hall from Faculty Giade, with Class of 1923 bridge 1928?
   Photographer: Genthe, Arnold

300:043 Aerial view from above University Avenue and Martin Luther King Jr. Way, looking east, including part of downtown Berkeley and hills 1959/08/05
   Photographer: Seymour, Thomas M

300:044 Plan for university grounds and buildings by David Farquharson 1869
   Notes: Photographic copy; two copies

300:045 View from Charter Hill, including Durant Hall, newly completed Agriculture Hall, with Berkeley and bay in background; cows on hillside in foreground 1912?
   Photographer: Glessner, Morse and Geary

300:046 View from Charter Hill looking west over campus buildings, with Berkeley, bay and Golden Gate in background 1904
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.

300:047 View from Charter Hill looking southwest over Hillegass tract, with Berkeley and bay in background; Hearst Hall on College Avenue in center 1904
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.

300:048 View from hills looking west over Hillegass tract and campus to bay and Golden Gate 1890?
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.
   Notes: Two copies

300:049 Berkeley from the hills 1887
   Photographer: Robertson, James P
   Notes: Photogravure of drawing; 2 copies

300:050 View from Charter Hill of the campus and Berkeley with the bay in the background; includes California Field, construction of Stephens Hall and east façade of Doe Library 1922
   Photographer: Weidner, Charles
   Notes: Picture in two sections

300:051 View from Charter Hill: campus and Berkeley with bay in background 1900
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.
   Notes: Colored print of Lange photo

300:052 Hillegass Tract, South Hall and portion of Harmon Gymnasium from the east near present site of Memorial Stadium 1890?
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.
   Notes: With 300:053, forms same view as 300:48? Later prints

300:053 South Hall, Bacon Hall, North Hall, portions of Chemistry Building and Mechanical Arts Building, from east near present site of Memorial Stadium, with bay and Mt. Tamalpais in background 1890?
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.
   Notes: With 300:052, forms same view as 300:48? Later prints
300:054 California Hall, North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall and South Hall from Dana Street entrance, with snow on hills in background 1907
   Photographer: Pillsbury Picture Co.
   Notes: “1258”

300:055 President’s House at left, Agriculture Hall at right, with unfinished Campanile, North Hall, Doe Library in background 1914
   Photographer: Haines Photo Co.
   Notes: Panorama in two sections

300:056 Sather Gate Bridge, with portions of Entomology Building and Harmon Gymnasium in background 1910/03/01
300:057 View of South Drive, with South Hall at left, East Hall and Botany Building in background, and Budd Hall at right 1904?
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.

300:058 View from top of Latimer Hall, at sunset, looking west, past Gilman and Campbell Halls and Campanile to Berkeley and the Golden Gate 1966
   Photographer: Galloway, Denis

300:059 View from top of Barrows Hall looking northeast in early evening, past Moses and Stephens Hall, campanile, to the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 1966
   Photographer: Galloway, Denis

300:060 Aerial view looking northeast, includes residential areas north and south of campus and hills beyond 1938
   Photographer: Richardson, Norris H

300:061 View from roof of South Hall looking east, from Hearst Mining Building to Budd Hall 1909?
   Photographer: Whitney, J.H.
   Notes: 2 copies

300:062 View from roof of South Hall looking north, from Mechanical Arts Building to California Hall; steel structure for Doe Library visible 1909?
   Photographer: Whitney, J.H.
   Notes: Printed in reverse

300:063 View north from roof of Bacon Hall, showing North Hall, Conservatory, Mechanics Building, Philosophy Building, Hearst Mining Building, Mechanical Arts Building 1909?
   Photographer: Whitney, J.H.

300:064 Mechanics Building and Hearst Mining Building 1907?
   Photographer: Whitney, J.H.

300:065 Campus view from Charter Hill, in sections 1897?
   Notes: 4 items

300:066 South Hall and North Hall from site of Greek Theatre, showing also temporary campus buildings, with Berkeley and bay in background 1874
   Photographer: Watkins, Carleton
   Notes: For 8x10 copy see 3:226
300:067 **Botanical Gardens, with Philosophy Building, Mechanical Arts Building, Chemistry Building, East Hall, Bacon Hall, North Hall, and a portion of the Conservatory** 1899  
*Notes: Shelved in Oversize Drawer*

300:068 **View from west entrance to campus, showing portion of Hilgard Hall at left, upper portion of Campanile, and portion of Life Sciences Building at right** 1933?  
*Notes: Color photo*

300:069 **View from attic of North Hall, showing Philosophy Building, Mechanical Arts Building, Chemistry Building, East Hall, and Senior C in foreground** 1899 ?  
*Photographer: Lange, O.V.*

300:071 **Birds-eye view from campus from near Shattuck and Center Streets; Oxford Street fence in foreground, Allston Way with University Cottages, College Way (later Hearst Avenue at left), with campus buildings in background** 1896 ?  
*Photographer: Lange, O.V.*  
*Notes: Photo of lithograph*

300:072 **North Hall and South Hall from vicinity of Ellsworth Street and Allston Way** 1874  
*Photographer: Strong, J.D.*  
*Notes: See also 3:193*

300:073 **View from top of Campanile looking southeast, with Faculty Club and Senior Hall in lower center, Anthropology Building, and Infirmary on College Avenue** 1914?  
300:074 **Aerial map in fourteen overlapping sections, stretching from West Gate to Lawrence Radiation Laboratory** 1950  
*Notes: 14 items*

300:075 **View of central portion of campus from roof of Eshleman Hall looking northeast** 1968  
*Notes: Color view; printed illustration; some damage where it had been folded. See 300:103 for unfolded copy*

300:076 **Aerial view from above downtown Berkeley looking east** 1949/12/19  
*Photographer: Copeland, R.L.*

300:077 **Poster with illustration protesting building road through Wickson Redwood Grove north of Moffitt Library** 1970  
*Photographer: Reading, John G*

300:078 **View from south end of Hearst Playing Field, showing portion of Sproul Hall and Wheeler Hall at left, South Hall, Eshleman Hall and Stephens Union at right, with Decorative Arts Building at far right** 1950  
*Notes: Two photos taped together; marked in ink near bottom*

300:079 **South and west façades of Wheeler Hall, with portions of South Hall and Stephens Union in background** 1950  
*Notes: Three photos taped together. Shelved in Oversize Drawer*

300:080 **View from northwest corner of top of Wheeler Hall, showing Durant Hall, Life Sciences Building, California Hall** 1950  
*Notes: Three photos pieced together*
300:081 **West portal of Sather Gate 1925?**
   Photographer: Hussey, Henry

300:082 **Panoramic view from Charter Hill, looking west and south 1885?**
   Notes: Shelved in Oversize Drawer

300:083 **View of campus from area north of Ridge Road 1885?**
   Notes: Discolored. Shelved in Oversize Drawer

300:084 **View from southeast corner of South Hall, with Mechanics Building, Philosophy Building, Mechanical Arts Building, Bacon Hall, portion of East Hall, Botany Building and Budd Hall; horse and buggy in foreground 1900/10**
   Notes: Four small photos mounted on board to form panorama

300:085 **View from Campanile looking east to Memorial Stadium and Panoramic Hill, shows Cowell Hospital and buildings on College Avenue 1936?**

300:086 **View from Bancroft Way and Atherton Street, looking northeast to campus, with residences in foreground on later sites of Edwards Field and Harmon Gymnasium 1897**

300:087 **View of Sather Gate, Campanile and top of Wheeler Hall 1947?**
   Photographer: Stern, Alex
   Notes: Etching

300:088 **Mitchell Fountain 1912?**

300:089 **Mitchell Fountain 1912?**

300:090 **Sather Gate, Wheeler Hall and Campanile from southwest 1918**
   Photographer: Bruguiere, Francis

300:091 **North end of balustrade on west side of Sather Bridge 1918**
   Photographer: Bruguiere, Francis

300:092 **View from Charter Hill, with Cowell Hospital in lower foreground and Campanile at left, with bay and San Francisco beyond 1933**
   Notes: Very poor reproduction

300:093 **View from Charter Hill looking west over campus, Berkeley and bay in background; includes newly completed California Hall 1906?**
   Notes: Color view; folding panorama of four postcards

300:094 **View south from top of Mechanical Arts Building, with portion of East Hall, buildings on College Avenue (including Zeta Psi house), tower of California School for the Deaf, Bancroft Way, and Chemistry Pond in left foreground 1899?**
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.?

300:095 **View from eastern end of University Avenue, showing empty western portion of campus, hills in background. At far right is a residence on present site of University Hall 1899?**
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.?

300:096 **View from top of North Hall, looking west to Eucalyptus Grove and track stadium. Stiles Hall visible at left. 1899?**
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.?
300:097 Empty Berkeley Hills east of campus, probably near present location of Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 1899?
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.

300:098 Aerial view of Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, including east portion of campus and residential area to north 1969?
   Notes: Color illustration. In Oversize Drawer

300:099 Aerial map of campus 1928/09/06
   Photographer: 15th Photo Center, Air Corps
   Notes: 2 copies; one in oversize drawer

300:100 Aerial map of campus 1929
   Notes: Shelved in Oversize Drawer

300:101 Aerial view of campus, including residential area north of campus, hills; Mt. Diablo visible in upper right 1937/06/06
   Photographer: Riker, Harrison C
   Notes: Shelved in Oversize Drawer

300:102 South façade of Campanile with Lincoln bust 1930?
   Photographer: Moulin, Gabriel

300:103 View northeast from Eshleman Hall towards Campanile 1968
   Notes: Same as 300:075, but no fold mark

300:104 View from Dana Street entrance, showing California Hall, North Hall, Mechanical Arts Building, South Hall 1907?
300:105 Campus, Berkeley and bay from hills 1895
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.

300:105 View of campus and Berkeley with bay in background 1900?
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.?
   Notes: 3 items

300:106 View of campus and Berkeley with bay in background; hillside in foreground 1900?
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.?

300:107 View of campus and Berkeley with bay in background 1900?
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.?
   Notes: Variant of 300:105

300:108 View of campus and Berkeley with bay in background; California Hall present but not Library 1908?
   Photographer: Lange, O.V.?
   Notes: Soiled

300:109 View of campus and Berkeley with bay in background; Stephens Hall in early stages of construction 1922
300:111 View from the west: North Hall, Bacon Hall, South Hall, with pedestrians on central path 1900?
300:112 Sather Gate without metal arch work, with library in background 1910?
   Notes: 1 print made from two negatives(?)
300:113 Panoramic view of campus and city of Berkeley 1897 ?

Notes: Shelved in oversize drawer